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The Beckhoff range of Control Panels has been expanded with powerful Ethernet Panels. An Intel Pentium-
compatible 266 MHz CPU was integrated without changing the external dimensions. The previously passive
displays thus become independent controllers with integrated intelligence and standard operating systems
such as Windows CE and XP Embedded.

In many ways, the Aviva project in Munich (Germany) is a show object. It is Europe's largest office complex,
designed according to Feng-Shui rules. With more than 25,000 I/O data points, the building automation sys-
tem is also rather impressive. Thanks to the openness and consistency of Beckhoff technology with Ethernet
networking, DALI and radio technology, a particularly flexible building automation system was realized.

The basic development of EtherCAT is largely completed, and pilot applications are already proving the 
benefits of the technology in practical applications. One example is the new Schuler AG press controller. In
a pilot project for their new Profiline press generation, Schuler is using EtherCAT for the communication 
between the system periphery and the PC-based control system.
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Naturally, this success has ostensible „fathers“: 2003 saw a slight recovery of the

German economy; most customers had a positive year; the strong euro dampened

exports to a lesser extent than expected, and Beckhoff expanded its internation-

al activities and is now represented in more than 50 countries.

Beckhoff wouldn’t be Beckhoff, if this wasn’t accompanied by a technological 

offensive, the effect of which will be felt for years to come. We are obviously 

referring to EtherCAT, the fastest Ethernet-based fieldbus for industrial or other 

applications requiring ultra-fast I/Os currently on the market. A large number of

companies have recognized the technological significance of this innovation.

More than 60 companies joined the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG), in order

to push the standard and to accompany its further development (page 18). The

company Schuler Hydrap – one of the pioneers within ETG – gives an account of

their first practical experience with EtherCAT (page 22).

This issue of PC Control also includes details of other exciting products that orig-

inated last year, and which are now ready for mass production: Ethernet panels

as intelligent displays (page 6) and type BX Bus Terminal Controllers (page 12).

But let’s ask a heretical question: Is this it? Does the calculatory recording of the

business success at the end of the financial year and the – admittedly exciting –

invention of new technical means satisfy our digitally trained minds? Sometimes

it appears that way, but during moments of reflection a term may come up whose

status in our technically driven world unfortunately appears to have been reduced

to an optional extra: ethics.

I am convinced that job and business ethics is one of the basic prerequisites for

the medium- and long-term success of a company. In the context of automation,

ethics defines itself through the interaction of technology with people.

Without having recorded them explicitly in the form of documents, such princi-

ples tend to grow from the history of a company. Elektro Beckhoff GmbH can look

back over 50 years of company tradition, which started with Arnold and Elisabeth

Beckhoff sharing lunch with the staff in their living room. While the living room

is no longer in use, the company has retained humaneness, which shapes the 

often very personal relationship with staff and customers.

One of the future technical challenges for automation technology is, for example,

the question of how to sensibly utilize the abundant processor capacity, particu-

larly if a powerful I/O system such as EtherCAT removes the bottleneck for the

data transfer of sensors and actuators. This is a challenge for the imagination of

the engineers. The ethical aspect comes in when one considers how far technol-

Beckhoff can look back on a successful financial year 2003: 27 % increase in sales compared with the previous year, despite 
a rather difficult economic environment in large parts of the mechanical engineering sector, both nationally and internationally.

2 editorial

Sales, growth 
and ethics
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ogy and automation penetrate the domestic sphere. A good example is the so-

called „Care-O-bot®“ developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Production Tech-

nology and Automation in Stuttgart. This mobile, self-navigating domestic robot

utilizes the currently available computing capacity for carrying out simple do-

mestic activities such as bring and collect services, and as an intelligent walking

aid. Additional functions as a communication interface to the family, vital func-

tion monitoring, personal schedule manager etc. have been proposed. The old

eternal dream of cybernetic intelligence is beginning to take shape, raising un-

foreseeable ethical issues: What should such a robot be able to do? Should it 

replace care service? Can it be left to look after children? As a father of two chil-

dren I have to ask myself whether I would really want to entrust them to such a

robot. In future, my answer would very likely be „yes“, since I would trust the en-

gineering effort and diligence – comparable with the fact that today I take my

children in the car without any particularly reservations. Diligence therefore be-

comes an aspect of „technical“ ethics.

„Ethics does’nt sell!“ This succinct statement came up when I discussed 

the issue with my wife. I fear she is right, particularly in a technically dominated

environment, where figures and facts are used as the basis for assessment.

3 editorial

– However, „ethics does’nt sell“ doesn’t necessarily represent a conflict with eco-

nomic success. I would even go as far as saying that ethics is an indispensable

basis for success. In reality, however, as always a balance has to be struck 

between justifiable business interests and moral aspects.

Clear, transparent business policy, combined with humaneness and convincing

technical innovation, forms the foundation of Beckhoff’s successful business 

development. Sales, company growth and ethics are not in conflict, yet they have

to be brought into harmony on a daily basis. Automation technology is not least

a technology developed by people for people, although in our industry sector we

rarely get the opportunity to reflect on these issues.

We may even be able to teach Georg Büchner (1813-1837) a lesson, who claimed

there are only three ways of making money humanely: „finding it, winning the

lottery, or by inheritance“: After all, he didn’t know any automation engineers!

Andreas Thome

Product manager for PC control systems
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5 products

Fieldbus know-how 
packaged in compact form

With a new generation of
Bus Couplers, Beckhoff expand their proven Bus Ter-
minal system. The “Compact” Bus Coupler range
was developed with cost optimization in mind, as
well as a more compact enclosure.

Product announcement: “Compact” Couplers for

Profibus, BK3150 and CANopen, BK5150 and

BK5151 are available. Market introduction 

of the DeviceNet Coupler (BK5250) is expected

during the 2nd quarter of 2004.

Properties Standard Economy Economy plus Compact Low Cost

BKxx00 BKxx10 BKxx20 BKxx50 LCxx00

Fieldbus connector (field- connector (field- connector (field- connector (field- directly on spring- 

connection bus-dependent) bus-dependent) bus-dependent) bus-dependent) loaded terminals

K-Bus 1750 mA 500 mA 1750 mA 1750 mA 500 mA

power supply

Supported all only digital I/O all all only digital I/O

Bus Terminals (except KL1501, KL25x2) (except KL1501, KL25x2)

Max. number of 64 64 64 (255 via 64 (255 via 64

Bus Terminals Terminal Bus Terminal Bus

extension) extension)

Electrical between between between between Profibus yes,

isolation fieldbus/power fieldbus/power fieldbus/power fieldbus/power CANopen and

contacts/supply contacts/supply contacts/supply contacts/supply DeviceNet no

voltage voltage voltage voltage

The technical characteristics of the “Compact” BKxx50 coupler

are comparable with those of the “Economy plus” BKxx20 Bus

Coupler: up to 64 Bus Terminals are supported. With the termi-

nal bus extension, up to 255 Bus Terminals can be connected.

The new Bus Couplers support digital I/O Bus Terminals and all

analog and special terminals.

However, the “Compact” couplers do not completely replace

the “large” Bus Couplers. In contrast to the “Economy plus”

Bus Couplers, the new, more compact enclosure does not have

a PE contact. If a PE connection is required, it can be realized

via an additional bus function terminal – e.g. the KL9100.

The “Compact” Bus Couplers were developed for Profibus DP,

CANopen and DeviceNet. They offer automatic baud rate 

detection and two decimal address selection switches. De-

pending on the bus system, a 9-pin D-Sub (Profibus BK3150,

CANopen BK5151) or a 5-pin open style connector (CANopen

BK5150, DeviceNet BK5250) is available for the fieldbus 

connection.

Cost-effective automation
with new 
“Compact” Bus Coupler range

Overview and differences between 

the Beckhoff Bus Couplers
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The Beckhoff range of TFT display devices – called Control Panels – has been expanded with a powerful model in which an 
Intel Pentium-compatible 266 MHz CPU was integrated without changing the external dimensions. The previously passive displays thus become
independent controllers running on standard operating systems such as Windows CE and XP Embedded.

6 products

Displays 
with built-in 
intelligence

Beckhoff Ethernet Panels
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IPC

IPC + CP-Link
Card CP90xx

IPC

DVI

USB

5 m

CP-Link

Panel 2

Panel 3

100 m

Ethernet

Control Panel 1

CP60xx | CP70xx

Control Panel 1

CP68xx | CP78xx

CP67xx | CP77xx

Control Panel 1

Control Panel 2

(only limited by
Ethernet physics)

100 m 100 m

Switch

Robust, elegant, equipped for high flexibility, and adaptable to customer require-

ments – with these features Beckhoff Control Panels have been writing their suc-

cess story as combined operating and display devices for many years. The list of

features speaks for itself and explains why the Control Panel concept has been a

market leader for many years:

| Robust, anodized solid aluminium housing

| Low depth: only approx. 3 cm 

| High-quality TFT display in the following sizes: 6.5", 10", 12", 15", 19" and 20"

| Resistive touch screen (optional)

| Operating front panel adaptable to customer requirements, optionally with:

· full alphanumeric, numeric keyboard, or without keyboard

· PC keys combined with PLC keys or electromechanical keys

· customer-specific key layout

· optional touchpad

| Optionally in protection class IP 65 (front)/IP 20 (rear) or IP 65 all-round

| Optionally available as built-in, add-on or support arm variant

| CP-Link or DVI/USB for connection to an Industrial PC

Previously, Beckhoff Control Panels have been used exclusively as passive display

or operator control elements where they were connected to an Industrial PC 

located at a remote location (with coaxial CP-Link technology up to 100 m). This

separation has the advantage that an Industrial PC, equipped with fan and 

rotating storage media, can be located in the control cabinet or computer room,

rather than at the place of operation, if the mechanical and thermal load make

this advisable.

Ethernet panel: New device in proven packaging
This new design integrates the CPU used in the Beckhoff CX1000 controller with

the innovative aluminum Control Panel design without an increase in size. This

was made possible by the development of an embedded CPU board with the

same dimensions as the CP-Link board that it replaces. So customers can now

mount a unified display and control unit wherever they want on their machine 

7 products

Beckhoff Ethernet panels with 

266 MHz CPU are compact control 

and operating devices with 2 Ethernet

and 2 USB master connections. 2 x USB 1.1 host

Ethernet port 2

PE connection

24 V DC Power supply

Ethernet port 1
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for maximum design flexibility. The term “Ethernet panel” does not adequately

describe the resulting device, which is a complete control computer with

| Intel Pentium-compatible CPU, 266 MHz clock frequency

| Passive cooling

| 256 MB RAM main memory

| 8 kB NOVRAM (non-volatile memory)

| IDE interface for Compact Flash (can be changed from outside)

| Real-time clock with date (RTC) and backup battery 

| 2 x Ethernet interfaces 10/100 Mbit

| 2 x USB master interfaces

| 1 x RS232 interface (optional)

The two Ethernet interfaces ensure clear separation 
between IT and automation level.
A Beckhoff Ethernet panel and a passive Beckhoff CP-Link Control Panel can 

only be distinguished by the connections at the rear: Where previously CP-Link

coaxial cable BNC sockets were used, two RJ 45 and USB sockets and the 

connection for the 24 V DC supply voltage can now be found. Everything else 

remains unchanged: Everything also works with an Ethernet panel, particularly

the flexible provision of normal keys, PLC keys, touchscreen, and touchpad. Note:

The Ethernet panel family is only available in display sizes up to 15" (resolution

1024 x 768).

The Ethernet panel remains fanless and without rotating storage media, since a

Compact Flash card is used as a hard disk substitute. No internal Flash is used –

the current technical development of Compact Flash cards is rapid and offers

price and performance benefits that can be utilized better with a plug-in CF. In

the event of a fault, the device can be replaced quickly.

The generous main memory of 256 MB is particularly useful if the Ethernet pan-

el is used with Windows XP Embedded: It enables “memory-hungry” .NET appli-

cations to run without problem.

Software determines application options
The application options of the Ethernet panel are as diverse as that of an IPC with

screen. Because optionally Windows CE.NET 4.2 or Windows XP Embedded are

used as operating system, the system can be used to run either SCADA software

or visualization software developed by the customer.

If the Ethernet panel is additionally to be used for solving an automation task, it

makes sense to use TwinCAT, for PLC and motion control application. I/O is inte-

grated via one of the Ethernet connections: Either via the Beckhoff real-time 

Ethernet protocol, or, in future, via the Ethernet-based EtherCAT protocol, which

provides even higher data throughput at the field level. The basic difference in ar-

chitecture is explained in the figures below. For both solutions, the complete field

level should ideally be connected digitally to the controller via Ethernet, which

can be achieved with Beckhoff I/Os and drives. In this case, a conventional field-

bus such as Profibus or CAN is no longer required. It should be stressed once

again that in terms of the Ethernet Control Panel the only difference are the pro-

tocols implemented in TwinCAT. The Control Panel hardware is identical in both

cases, i.e. real-time Ethernet and EtherCAT.

8 products

Ethernet Panel CP6720

Switch

Ethernet

Bus Coupler BK9000

Bus Coupler BK9000

Digital Compact
Servo Drive
AX20xx-B900

Ethernet Control Panel with standard

Ethernet wiring and Beckhoff real-time

Ethernet protocol. A switch is required

for the integration of all devices.
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9 products

Ethernet

EtherCAT Coupler EK1000

Digital Compact
Servo Drive
AX20xx-B110

EtherCAT Coupler EK1100

Ethernet Panel CP6720

Since Ethernet panels and the CX1000 Embedded PC controllers use the same

CPU, the performance data relevant for automation purposes are identical and are

therefore only mentioned briefly: 1024 PLC commands (practice-relevant mix of

BOOL, INT, DINT WORD and REAL operations) are processed in approx. 50 µs. For

the motion control software, a base time of 200 µs applies, and approx. 100 µs

for each activated axis within the TwinCAT NC PTP system. More complex motion

control functions such as “cam plates”, “electronic gear box” and “flying saw”

are also available.

Local operating stations
Another use for Ethernet Control Panels is as local operating and display stations

that are connected via Ethernet with one or several host computers. In this con-

text, the Microsoft nomenclature often refers to “thin client” or “rich client”, de-

pending on whether the actual application runs on the local Ethernet panel or on

the central computer.

For “thin clients”, a distinction is made between pure HTML browser clients 

and RDP clients (remote desktop protocol). For browser clients, the Ethernet 

panel typically uses Windows CE with Internet Explorer, the server side runs 

Windows XP Pro or Windows 2003 Server. The server is programmed in HTML 

via .NET languages (C#, VB) or Java. Accordingly, communication with the 

client is via HTTP or SOAP. The client is used for calling up HTML pages from 

the server and displaying them locally. In general, for “thin client” mode,

Windows CE.NET is preferable on the client side, since this operating system 

offers short boot times (approx. 20 s) and lower costs, especially since a 

The use of EtherCAT with an 

Ethernet Control Panel has benefits 

in terms of wiring (“daisy chain”, no

switch required) compared with 

conventional Ethernet wiring.

64 MB Compact Flash card is quite adequate for both operating system and 

application.

Windows CE is usually also used in remote desktop mode with RDP client. On the

server side, once again XP Pro or Windows 2003 Server is used. In the latter case,

a session is opened for each client on the server. While the Ethernet panel visu-

ally gives the appearance of a Windows XP computer, the application does in fact

run on the server. Only the screen data and keyboard information are exchanged

via the RDP protocol. If Windows XP Pro is used on the server side, only one client

at a time can establish a remote desktop connection, with the server also being

inaccessible during the session.

In “rich client” mode, the application is executed on the Ethernet Control Panel

running Windows CE or XP Embedded. On the server side several clients can ex-

change data simultaneously, e.g. via SOAP, TwinCAT ADS, Modbus TCP or other

protocols. In this application, the Ethernet panel is used as a PC, which means

that all programming techniques available for Windows can be used.

These examples demonstrate the flexibility and versatility of the Ethernet panel

application options. The spectrum ranges from pure displays to autonomous 

automation devices. Beckhoff Ethernet panel and Ethernet as fieldbus are two of

the blocks that form a compact control technology. In future, PCs will be less ob-

vious within a system. Miniaturization and embedded technology make them

shrink, although their performance will nevertheless follow the continuous up-

ward trend. As a slight exaggeration one could say that in future the display will

control the machine, because it is increasingly becoming the control hardware 

element that determines the shape factor for the user.
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As the standard is becoming more widespread, additional blocks are being called

for. The members of the motion control task force therefore decided to publish

further blocks in an extension (version 2.0).

Part 2 (Extensions) includes standardized blocks that had been deliberately ex-

cluded or not been considered in Part 1.0. In addition to Part 2, there will also be

a Part 3 containing application examples. Further parts will describe the use of

stacked commands and homing extensions. The blocks defined in Part 2 once

again fall into the familiar categories.

Print mark detection and control are particularly significant in packaging tech-

nology. Print marks have to be detected and adjusted accurately, in order to pre-

vent position errors from mounting up. Since fast measuring electronics is usual-

ly realized in the drives, a deliberate decision was made to use an open PLC 

interface. This supports systems with inputs on the drive or linked directly into 

the PLC. The input to the MC_Touchprobe block is established via a reference. The

deviation from the expected position of the printing mark is used as the output.

A printing mark offset may be caused, for example, by elongation of the material

or by slippage. In a master/slave network, a cam in the offset is changed based

on the measured difference, or a so-called “phasing” is carried out via the

MC_Phasing block. Registration of the fast input, i.e. the so-called latching, is

switched off again via the MC_AbortTrigger block. For diagnostic purposes, the

fast latch input may also appear as a variable in the PLC. To this end, the refer-

ence has to be released and the value copied – obviously with the associated 

delay. This is exactly what the MC_ReadDigitalInput block does.

A so-called “flying saw” can only be realized if two axes can be coupled at a cer-

tain position and with a certain speed. The MC_GearInPos block is a MC_GearIn

block that was extended by the synchro-

nization position. The mode input is 

particularly important. It can be used 

to transfer particular behavior patterns

to the block during synchronous move-

ment. If, for example, reversal of the

slave must be avoided under all circum-

stances, this option can be pre-selected

via a special mode. This block can be

used to easily realize the classic ‘flying

saw’. The block can also be used for 

other applications. The example of a fly-

ing saw, realized with MC_GearInPos, is

described in Part 3 – User Guidelines.

Another important item is the realization

of a digital cam controller. Similar to the above-mentioned procedure, the output,

i.e. the cam, can be realized in the drive controller. Here too, only the reference is

therefore applied to an output at the block. If the output is to be read back into

the PLC, the MC_ReadDigitalOutput block is used. All information required for 

the cam controller is parameterized via an array at the block. Apart from the cam

positions, switch-on and switch-off delays and a hysteresis can be specified. Nat-

urally, all values can also be varied dependent on the direction. This block enables

sophisticated cam controllers with any number of cams and a wide range of 

parameters to be configured.

Following the publication of version 1.0 of the PLCopen motion control standard in 2001, many manufacturers have now 
implemented this standard. Currently, there are 13 different certified products, with some companies offering more than one product. The 
experience with Version 1.0 blocks was very good: simple handling, good functional description and completeness.

10 news

The second stage 
of the standard

PLCopen Motion Control Blocks, Part 2

Administrative Motion

Single Axis Multiple Axis Single Axis Multiple Axis

MC_TouchProbe MC_TorqueControl MC_GearInPos

MC_AbortTrigger MC_DigitalCamSwitch

MC_ReadDigitalInput

MC_ReadDigitalOutput

MC_WriteDigitalOutput

MC_SetPosition

MC_SetOverride

MC_ReadActualVelocity

MC_ReadActualTorque

Overview of PLCopen motion control blocks
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Specifying the position of a drive may be sensible for various reasons; the posi-

tion may be reset continuously based on certain events, for example. MC_SetPo-

sition enables both absolute and relative specification of positions. This block is

also used for special referencing procedures.

Some motion control systems offer the option of setting the speed via an over-

ride and is usually done with a velocity override. The task force has been think-

ing ahead here – in addition to a velocity override, it has also made provision for

an acceleration and a jerk override. A time override can be created by combining

velocity and acceleration overrides.

The MC_TorqueControl block can be used for torque control. In this case, position

control automatically switches to torque control. Naturally, this block can also be

used for force control. An example can quickly illustrate how a combination of

blocks can be used for screwing a lid onto a bottle. MC_ReadActualVelocity and

MC_ReadActualTorque can be used to read the current velocity and the current

torque.

Outlook
The motion control task force will continue to work actively on the standardiza-

tion of further blocks. Several areas still require examination. Particularly the use

of stacked commands is not quite clear yet. In addition to the existing MC_Home,

further blocks for various homing techniques still have to be invented.

Version 1.0 of the standard has received a positive response from users. The cru-

cial factor was and remains not portability, but simplicity of the blocks and uni-

formity of the functions at different manufacturers. Portability naturally remains

an important aspect, but it should not be the main focus of attention. This ex-

ample once again proofs that manufacturers and end customers alike want to see

more standardization. PLCopen will continue its efforts in this direction. As a

PLCopen member, Beckhoff will continue to actively support standardization 

efforts.

PLCopen www.plcopen.org

OMAC (Open Modular Architecture Controls) is the North
American user association for the promotion of open auto-
mation architectures. At the OMAC user group conference in
Orlando, USA, Gerd Hoppe from the Beckhoff corporate man-
agement was elected as the automation company represen-
tative to the board of directors of the Packaging Group. The
OMAC Packaging Guidelines lead to more efficiency in the
packaging industry.

Beckhoff has been supporting OMAC through its US branch since the late

’90s, most recently through activities in the PackConnect and PackSoft

working groups. Gerd Hoppe, who managed Beckhoff USA for the last

five years, is now supporting the Beckhoff management at the German

head office. His election to the board of directors of the OMAC Packag-

ing Group reinforces Europe's presence within OMAC and vice versa.

Gerd Hoppe said: “Within the OMAC Packaging Group, end users and 

machine and automation manufacturers worldwide currently work 

hand in hand, because they can see the benefits of open automation 

architectures. Mutually recognized platforms in the packaging industry

are Sercos and Profibus for networks and IEC 61131-3-based control sys-

tems. The work is based on the PLCopen motion library and the motion

extensions and is carried out in close cooperation with PLCopen. Indus-

try-specific application recommendations provide a common ‘look and

feel’, application profiles and variable names. All this creates greater 

interoperability and transparency of systems and reduces training costs

for users”.

OMAC www.omac.org

11 news

OMAC Packaging Group 
appoints new board of directors
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The BX series Bus Terminal Controllers represent a control family offering a high

degree of flexibility. The small controller is positioned between the BC series Bus

Terminal Controller and the CX1000 Embedded PC. The concept of autonomous

control and of a slave within a higher-level fieldbus system was adopted from the

BC model. The main features distinguishing BC and BX are larger memory, ex-

panded interfaces and performance. Compared with the BC3100, the BX3100 has

a 3.5-times faster CPU, i.e. a program that takes approx. 10 ms on the BC3100

takes less than 3 ms on the BX3100. It has four times as much memory, i.e.

256 kB, sufficient for more than 30,000 rows of IL code.

Programming via TwinCAT
Like all Beckhoff controllers, the BX is programmed with TwinCAT. Users therefore

have the familiar TwinCAT tools available, e.g. PLC programming interface and

System Manager.All 5 IEC 61131-3 languages are supported. Data are exchanged

via the Profibus and Beckhoff FC3101 or FC3102 PC fieldbus cards. Optionally,

the program can be transferred via the serial interface (COM1). No special cable

is required for this transfer – a simple serial cable with D-Sub connector is suffi-

cient. The project file can be downloaded to the BX and later uploaded again.

Additionally, program changes can be made online, i.e. during the PLC project,

enabling faster and simpler commissioning. A further innovation is the bit-wise

allocation of variables. This means there is no rigid process image, instead the

variables can be “mapped” individually, similar to the PC and CX.

Extended features
Smart system bus: The Smart System Bus (SSB) is a CANopen-based sub-bus

system for connecting CANopen slave devices with the BX3100. In this way, the

BK51xx CANopen Bus Couplers or the AX2000 servo drives can be connected with

the controller. For motion control applications it should be noted that the BX3100

has no NC functions. This means that only position data can be transmitted to the

drive, which then independently moves to the associated position. The SSB sup-

The BX3100 Bus Terminal Controller is a Profibus slave with an integrated PLC. It represents a further development of the BC3100
Controller and is now in full production. With its extended features and its five interfaces for fieldbus, Terminal Bus, SSB, COM1 and COM2, the
small controller is truly multi-functional.

12 products

Small controller with 
five interfaces

Functions and application options 
for the BX3100 Bus Terminal Controller 
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ports a maximum of 8 slaves with a maximum of 32 TxPDOs and 32 RxPDOs.

“Startup SDOs” can be parameterized. Guarding for node monitoring is support-

ed. The SSB can be configured in such a way that a SYNC telegram is transmitted

during each task cycle. Synchronous reading of data is thus permitted.

COM1 and COM2: The serial COM1 and COM2 interfaces are physically locat-

ed on a D-Sub socket. The COM1 port (RS232) is available for programming,

13 products

Comparison of Profibus Bus Terminal Controllers

Technical Data BC3100 BX3100

Programming/configuration via TwinCAT and programming interface or fieldbus (both)

Program memory 32/96 kbyte 256 kbyte

Data memory 32/64 kbyte 256 kbyte

Remanent data 512 byte 2 kbyte

Runtime system 1 PLC task 2 PLC tasks

Programming languages IEC 61131-3 (AWL, KOP, FUP, AS, ST) IEC 61131-3 (AWL, KOP, FUP, AS, ST)

Online Change No Yes

Up-/download code No/No Yes/Yes

PLC cycle time for 1000 com- approx. 3 ms approx. 1 ms

mands (without I/O-cycle K-Bus)

Variable mapping No Yes

Number of Bus Terminals 64 64 (255 with K-bus extension)

Max. number of bytes, fieldbus 128 bytes input, 128 bytes output 244 bytes input, 244 bytes output

Max. number of bytes, terminals 512 bytes input, 512 bytes output 2048 bytes input, 2048 bytes output

Digital peripheral signals 512 inputs/outputs 2040 inputs/outputs

Analog peripheral signals 128 inputs/outputs 512 inputs/outputs

Baud rate automatic detection up to max. 12 Mbaud (both)

Bus connection 1 x D-sub plug, 9-pin 1 x D-sub plug, 9-pin

Serial interface - COM1: 1 x RS232, COM2: 1 x RS232 or RS485

SSB - CANopen-based sub-bus system for

connecting further peripheral devices

Display - FSTN 2 x 16 lines display for diagnosis 

or own texts, illuminated

Switch - joystick switch for parameterization and diagnosis

Clock - battery-powered internal clock for time and date

the COM2 port (RS232 or RS485) for connecting serial devices. Various protocols

can be implemented with the aid of function blocks, such as ModbusRTU,

RK512 etc. or also own protocols. The baud rate, stop bits and parity are 

freely selectable. With a 512 byte FIFO buffer, the serial COM2 interface is 

significantly faster than a serial KL60x1 Bus Terminal. The maximum baud 

rate is 57600 baud (between BX and BX 115 kBaud). Furthermore, communi-
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Profibus

Programming
interface

BX3100

RS232/
RS485

Serial Bus Coupler BK8x00
Bus Terminal Controller BC8x00

Profibus

BX3100

RS232/
RS485

Display

BK5120

SSB (CANopen) up to 8 slaves

AX2000

cation libraries such as ModbusRTU, RK512 or the 3964 protocol can be inte-

grated.

Real-time clock: A real-time clock (RTC) is suitable for decentralized time- or

weekday-dependent applications. The clock has a backup battery and can be set

via the TwinCAT system manager or via a function block. It is accurate to approx.

1 second per day and maintains its settings for approx. 3 months when the 

device is switched off.

LCD Display: The BX3100 includes an illuminated FSTN display with 2 x 16 rows

for diagnostic purposes or own texts.The joystick can be used to switch to a menu

that displays status messages and also enables certain settings to be made.

Navigation switch: This switch has 5 settings that can be read via a function

that acts like an additional 5-bit input. Users can thus configure their own menu.

14 products

TwinCAT libraries 

A wide range of libraries is available for the BX series Bus 

Terminal controllers. All libraries are saved with the extension

“.lbx”. The following functions are available in the form of 

libraries:

| RTC block 

| Block for writing to the display 

| Block for reading the navigation switch 

| Block for addressing BK/BC8x00 from COM1 or COM2 

Application examples
In principle, the BX3100 can be used as a Profibus DP slave, particularly wherev-

er distributed intelligence is required. It is particularly suitable in applications:

| Modular machines;

| Interfacing to CANopen devices (such as drives etc.) through SSB;

| Increased system availability (if the master fails, the BX can continue);

| Increased system safety in the event of a master or bus failure. The BX can

detect whether the master is still operational; if it has failed, the BX can 

respond accordingly.

| COM interface simulation of a BK8x00, enabling communi-

cation between a PC and the BX via TwinCAT or KS8000 

| Blocks for converting Comlib, RK512, ModbusRTU etc. to

the COM1 or COM2 interface of the BX 

| Block for utilising the COM port (creation of own protocols) 

| Data structure for recording the cycle time, the program

name, the set task time, and of events where the pre-set

task time is exceeded 

Application example: Integration of distributed Bus Couplers such as 

BK8x00 or BC8x00 | The serial COM2 interface of the BX3100 enables the 

serial Bus Couplers BK8000 (RS485) or BK8100 (RS232) to be connected.

The maximum baud rate is 38400 kbaud. At a task time of 10 ms, data can 

be exchanged within 30 ms per slave. On the software side, the TwinCAT 

PLC library “TcComPortBX.lbx”, which is included in the scope of supply, is

used for programming.

Application example: Integration of CANopen devices via SSB and communication with a display

via COM2 | Input and output of distributed I/Os is via the SSB. In addition, axes can be addressed,

e.g. via AX2000. The axis travels independently – only position and speed are specified. The re-

turn value is the actual position. A Cimrex panel is connected via the serial interface for setting

parameters and other settings. Communication is via Modbus RTU.
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With the Fipio Bus Coupler, the Bus Terminal system has

been expanded with a further fieldbus alternative. FIP 

complies with the European standard EN 50170 and re-

ceives manufacturer-independent support from the WorldFIP

organization. The WorldFIP organization comprises approxi-

mately 80 international companies, mainly from France, Italy

and Great Britain. Schneider Electric is one of the leading

companies within WorldFIP. Schneider developed chips for

the implementation of FIP in field devices at an early stage.

Within its own devices, Schneider Electric has integrated 

FIP as a fieldbus under the name of Fipio.

Fipio is generally used in conjunction with Schneider Electric

PLC systems. The market penetration of Fipio therefore 

follows that Schneider Electric automation technology, most

notably in countries such as France, Italy and Spain.

The BK7420 Bus Coupler connects the Fipio bus system with

up to 64 Bus Terminals or up to 255 terminals if the K-Bus

extension is used. The Bus Coupler automatically recognizes

the connected terminals and activates the relevant transfer

profile.

The typical number of participating devices is 32 per seg-

ment for the electrical connection; up to 4 segments with

repeaters are permitted. The address is set via two hexa-

decimal address switches. The maximum baud rate for the

communication with the Bus Coupler is 1 Mbaud. The Bus

Coupler automatically detects the rate.

Further information: www.worldfip.org

Fipio “Economy plus”
Bus Coupler 

Technical data
| Number of I/O stations: 256 

| Number of I/O points: master-dependent 

| Data transfer medium: shielded, twisted two-wire

cable (150 Ω characteristic impedance)

| Segment length: 1000 m without amplifier

| Data transfer rate: 1 Mbaud

| Transfer profile: automatic switching FRD (4 bytes),

FSD (16 bytes) and FED (64 bytes)

| Digital peripheral signals: 512 inputs/outputs

| Analog peripheral signals: 32 inputs/outputs

| Max. number of bytes: 64 bytes input 

and 64 bytes output

| Baud rates: automatic detection up to 

max. 1 Mbaud

| Bus connection: 1 x D-sub socket, 9-pin 

with shielding
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For the coordination of different PLC projects, the TwinCAT Engineering Interface

Server is installed on a central server within the network. It provides a “shell” for

a variety of source code management systems. Under this shell, Microsoft Visual

Source Safe or MKS Source Integrity may be operated. A driver for CVS source

code management is in preparation; drivers for others tools can be developed by

the user.

In addition to versioning PLC objects such as blocks, data structures and variable

lists, the TwinCAT Engineering Interface enables several programmers to work on

the same project (although obviously not on the same object). Another option

would be to use the documented interfaces for creating an application that en-

ters or retrieves objects into/from the database. Complete projects can also be

created within the database without manual intervention. Application generators

can save the PLC programmer a lot of work during the creation of a PLC project

for a new machine including blocks, data structures and lists. In combination with

a little “glue logic”, commissioning can be achieved very quickly.

Versioning of projects and objects
The main feature of the TwinCAT Engineering Interface is versioning of projects

and objects. How often have two programmers modified the same block simul-

taneously? How often have changes been lost due to lack of coordination? How

often has the question been asked why a particular change was made in a par-

ticular object? Who did it and when? And of course: What was changed? All these

questions not only arise for PLC projects, but also for all software developments.

Appropriate tools for versioning of software pieces have therefore been used for

many years. For Unix, SCCS, RCS and CVS have prevailed. Some of these tools

have also been ported to the Windows world. Developers using Microsoft tools

will be familiar with Microsoft Visual Source Safe. For distributed developments,

MKS Source Integrity and Rational Clear Case have prevailed.

The TwinCAT Engineering Interface represents a bridge between classic software

development and PLC software development. The Engineering Interface is used

for TwinCAT PLC Control in the same way as Visual Source Safe or Rational Clear

Case is used for the associated C++ or VB development tools, without suffering

the familiar disadvantages of source code databases. Communication between

PLC Control and the server is based solely on the transmission of an XML file via

http port 80. This means that no firewalls have to be specially configured, and no

domain limits have to be adhered to. Distributed development, perhaps with out-

sourced PLC code development, is conceivable.

Working in a familiar environment
The PLC programmer only sees his familiar PLC Control. While there are a few

more settings and icons, the programmer doesn't have to worry about the data-

base. He is not even aware which database is being used. The Engineering Inter-

face completely screens the PLC programmer from the source code database,

while he can utilize its benefits. Objects with different version numbers written in

any of the available programming languages can be compared, and a particular

project state can be labelled. The labelled project state can be reconstructed at

any time, irrespective of the version numbers of the individual objects. The object

tree at a glance shows which objects are subject to source code management,

which objects have been checked out, and which objects are locked, i.e. checked

out by other users.

The server component obviously has to be configured accordingly. To this end,

TwinCAT ENI contains configuration, management and diagnostics programs. The

communication route and the associated database have to be selected, and the

connected users have to be configured with passwords and individual rights. A

diagnostic tool offers the option of displaying which user is carrying out what

tasks in what objects, independent of the database used.

The familiar standard software development tools for source code management

are now also being used for PLC software. TwinCAT PLC Control, the normal pro-

grammer tool, includes a connection to the TwinCAT ENI. This shell, which always

is the same as far as PLC Control is concerned, includes a connection to various

familiar source code management programs. All familiar features of these pro-

grams are supported.

When several programmers work on a PLC project, the problem was how to integrate the work of the different programmers
in a single project. Up to now, this was only possible by comparing, importing and copying. The TwinCAT Engineering Interface (ENI) enables tasks
to be co-ordinated via a source code management system.

16 products

TwinCAT Engineering 
Interface Server (ENI)

Source code management 

via Visual Source Safe 

or MKS Source Integrity
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EtherCAT (Ethernet for control and automation technology) is the Ethernet solu-

tion for industrial automation, characterized by outstanding performance and

particularly simple handling. EtherCAT was developed by Beckhoff and present-

ed for the first time at the 2003 Hanover Fair.

The first EtherCAT products to be introduced by Beckhoff are EtherCAT terminals.

The I/O, protection class IP 20, is based on the housing of the highly popular 

Beckhoff Bus Terminal system. In contrast to Bus Terminals, where the fieldbus

signal is implemented within the Bus Coupler, the EtherCAT protocol remains 

fully intact down to the individual terminal.

EtherCAT devices from different manufacturers were already shown at

SPS/IPC/DRIVES. TR-Electronic, for example, presented an EtherCAT shaft encoder.

Martin Rostan, Beckhoff product manager for EtherCAT, looks ahead: “At this

year’s Hanover Fair we will introduce further products with EtherCAT interfaces.

Other manufacturers have also announced devices such as sensors, drives and

controllers.”

The first pilot applications have been commissioned
The basic development of EtherCAT is largely completed, and pilot applications

are already proving the benefits of the technology in practical applications. The

first EtherCAT devices are already being used in applications that could not be re-

alized with conventional fieldbus systems – and thus not with any other real-time

Ethernet approach. One example is the new Schuler AG press controller. In a 

pilot project for their new Profiline press generation, Schuler is using EtherCAT for

the communication between  peripheral devices and the PC-based control system

(see article on page 22).

Disclosure phase has started
The establishment of the EtherCAT Technology Group initiated the disclosure

phase. By being an open protocol, everyone should be able to use and implement

EtherCAT, and the ETG promotes this philosophy. The ETG is a forum for end users

from different sectors, and for machine manufacturers and suppliers of powerful

18 special | ETG

EtherCAT Technology Group established

User and manufacturer association 
with more than 60 member companies

The EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) was established during the SPS/IPC/DRIVES fair on 
November 26 in Nuremberg, heralding the opening of EtherCAT. The ETG aims to prepare EtherCAT optimally
for as wide a range of applications as possible. The interest in EtherCAT and the ETG is tremendous, both from
the user and the supplier side: Within four months, more than 60 members – among them several well-known
international companies – joined the group.
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control technology with the aim of supporting and promoting EtherCAT technol-

ogy. With their qualified feedback, the system partners ensure simple integration

of the hardware and software components in all required device classes.

“The integration of key customers in the development of new technologies at an

early stage is tradition in our company”, said Hans Beckhoff, General Manager of

Beckhoff. “This was already tried and tested with our Lightbus, introduced in

1989. It meant that the device was particularly powerful and simple to configure

right from the start and had excellent diagnostic features.With EtherCAT, we have

transferred the basic principles of the Lightbus to Ethernet technology, thus cre-

ating the fastest Industrial Ethernet currently on the market.”

Aims of the EtherCAT Technology Group
At the press conference covering the establishment of ETG, which was attended

by more than 40 editors of German and international technical journals, Hans

Beckhoff summarized the tasks and objectives of the ETG:

| Support for EtherCAT technology

| Critical analysis of the EtherCAT features and their implementation

| Provision of information on product, sector and application-specific 

requirements

| Development of application and device profiles (e.g. in order to achieve 

optimum device integration and interface design)

| Assistance and promotion of the disclosure of EtherCAT

Next Steps
EtherCAT will be disclosed, once the specification is complete. Hans Beckhoff

stresses the benefits of disclosure for his company:“In all three product areas that

our company is involved with – fieldbus technology, Industrial PCs and control

software – we have consistently used open interfaces and open systems right

from the start. This approach has been well received and is very successful. It

therefore made sense to follow the same approach with EtherCAT..”

19 special | ETG

Martin Rostan: “EtherCAT is clearly structured and has a modular design, so that 

amendments, with support from the ETG, are still possible after the first specification:

EtherCAT has great potential and is bound to influence automation technology over

many years.”

Hans Beckhoff: “Naturally, EtherCAT is particularly suitable for fast PC-based control

technology. The master requires no special plug-in card and can be implemented on 

any existing Ethernet controller using a very simple interface. EtherCAT is therefore 

also well suited to small and medium control technology, where it will also open up

new areas of application for distributed I/Os.”
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Beckhoff will continue to steer the EtherCAT technology, even after its disclosure.

Martin Rostan said: “EtherCAT is and remains a Beckhoff technology, although

we are going to make it available to all interested companies without conditions.

Openness means that everyone can use the technology - that is our aim. If every-

one was allowed to change the technology, incompatibilities and chaos could be

the result. We want to avoid this.”

EtherCAT will be subject to international standards
Disclosure is not only driven from within the ETG – the international standardi-

zation of EtherCAT has already been initiated. Both the Real Time Ethernet Work-

ing Group of IEC and ISO have accepted an accelerated standardization proce-

dure for EtherCAT, so that EtherCAT is expected to obtain the status of an official

IEC or ISO specification quite soon.

20 special | ETG

ABB Power Technologies AB, Switzerland

ABB Stotz-Kontakt GmbH, Switzerland

Alstom Power Conversion, Germany/France

Andrive Antriebstechnik GmbH, Germany

Applied Materials Inc., USA

Aradex AG, Germany

Baldor UK Ltd, United Kingdom

Balluff GmbH, Germany

Baumüller Electronic GmbH + Co. KG, Germany

Beckhoff, Germany

Binar AB, Sweden

b-plus GmbH, Germany

Brosis Engineering GmbH, Germany

Bruderer AG, Switzerland

Cleveland Motion Controls, USA

Continental AG, Germany

Danaher Motion GmbH, Germany

Danaher Motion Stockholm AB, Sweden

Deutschmann Automation, Germany

Dieffenbacher GmbH & Co., Germany

Digitronic Automationsanlagen GmbH, Germany

DLR e.V., Institut für Robotik und Systemdynamik, Germany

ESR Pollmeier GmbH, Germany

Finn-Power Oy, Finland

Focke & Co., Germany

Fraba Posital GmbH, Germany

Fronius International GmbH, Austria

GAS Gesellschaft für Antriebs- und 

Steuerungstechnik mbH, Germany

Hans Turck GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Heesemann GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Hilscher GmbH, Germany

The EtherCAT Technology Group members at a glance:

Martin Rostan: “EtherCAT protocols are processed in hardware within an ASIC; imple-

mentation will only occur once the specification has been finalized. EtherCAT was

specifically developed and optimized for low connection costs, so that a very competi-

tive ASIC unit price can be assumed. The ASIC is expected to be available during the

4th quarter. Until then and beyond that time, the current FPGA-based solution repre-

sents a cost-effective connection that also makes sense for standard devices.”

ETG kick-off-meeting
The first meeting of the EtherCAT Technology Group took place on March 9/10 in

Frankfurt. Interest from ETG members was tremendous: more than 70 participants

from 45 member companies attended the meeting. EtherCAT’s technology was in-

troduced in detail in presentations, and through the specification and practical

demonstrations. The feedback and the requirements of users and manufacturers

will be taken into account during the next phase of development.

A detailed report about the first ETG meeting will follow in the next issue of 

PC Control.
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The ETG website 
Comprehensive information about the

EtherCAT Technology Group can be

found online at: www.ethercat.org . In

addition to basic information about

EtherCAT technology, the site contains

press releases, information about ETG

members, and relevant news. Products

with EtherCAT interface are listed under

the “Products” heading. In future,

information about third-party compo-

nents will also be available online.

www.ethercat.org

EtherCAT: History and roadmap
Notwithstanding the still “young” technology, EtherCAT has a history that started

with the market introduction of the Beckhoff Lightbus, on which the EtherCAT tech-

nology is based in principle.

1989 | Market introduction of the Beckhoff Lightbus – the fast 

optical fiber fieldbus

1995–1999 | Beckhoff start working on a next-generation fieldbus under 

the working title “Fast Lightbus” (FLB) 

2000–2003 | Draft EtherCAT system – synthesis of Ethernet and Fast Lightbus

2003 | Presentation of EtherCAT technology at the Hanover Fair

| First EtherCAT devices: I/O terminals, encoders, drives

| Contribution to IAONA, submission for IEC standardization

| First pilot applications in Schuler presses

2004 | First EtherCAT Technology Group conference in Frankfurt (March 9/10)

| Completion of the EtherCAT specification (2nd/3rd quarter)

| Disclosure of the EtherCAT protocol (3rd quarter)

| Delivery of a first EtherCAT communication ASIC (4th quarter)

Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd., Canada

IgH, Germany

IMA Automation GmbH, Germany

Imperial Tobacco Limited, USA

IVO GmbH & Co, Germany

Jetter AG, Germany

Kayser-Threde GmbH, Germany

Komax AG, Switzerland

Kuka Controls GmbH, Germany

LG Industrial Systems, Korea

Lust Antriebstechnik GmbH, Germany

MTS Sensor Technologie GmbH & Co. KG, USA

Müller Weingarten AG, Germany

Philips Medical Systems, Germany + Netherlands

Reis Robotics, Germany

Saia-Burgess Controls AG, Switzerland

Schmidhauser AG, Switzerland

Schuler AG, Germany

Servo Dynamics Inc., USA

Sigmatek GmbH & Co. KG, Austria

SND Smart Network Devices GmbH, Germany

ST Microelectronics, Switzerland

Stöber Antriebstechnik GmbH & Co., Germany

TAS Engineering AG, Switzerland 

Test-Fuchs Ges.m.b.H., Austria

ThyssenKrupp Presta, Principality of Liechtenstein

TR-Electronic GmbH, Germany

Unidor GmbH, Germany

Wiedeg Elektronik GmbH, Germany

WST Systemtechnik GmbH, Germany

Control Engineering 
announces winners

„Engineers’ 
Choice Awards“
for EtherCAT

Control Engineering, one of the 

main North American automation

magazines, announced the eight

winners of its first “Engineers’

Choice Awards” at the recent Na-

tional Manufacturing Week 2004 

in Chicago. EtherCAT, the real-time

Ethernet solution, came first in the

“Networks and Communications”

category.

The selection criteria for the “Engineers’ Choice Awards” were: service to

the industry, technological advancement, and market impact. Seven edi-

tors used these criteria to compare and judge the thousands of products

and solutions covered each year in Control Engineering’s print, web, and

e-mail publications. A total of 35 products were nominated. The winners

in the eight categories were then selected by subscribers to Control En-

gineering’s North American edition.

Graham Harris, general manager of Beckhoff Automation LLC, accepted

the award for Beckhoff. He said: “Sense, decide, and act are the three 

cornerstones of the control and automation field and its many related 

industries and applications. Similarly, the three cornerstones of the 

“Engineers’ Choice Awards” are service to the industry, technological 

advancement, and market impact. We are therefore very proud to have

received this award.”

www.controleng.com
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First EtherCAT application 
in Schuler Profiline presses

In a pilot project involving EtherCAT in their new Profiline press generation, Schuler is pioneering the use of an Ethernet-
based fieldbus system for the communication between the system periphery and the PC-based control system.

Ethernet puts on the pressure
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Schuler Hydrap with head office in Plüderhausen, Germany, is part of the Schuler

Group and specializes in the Profiline hydraulic press range, which is aimed at

users in the electrical and domestic appliances sector and at suppliers for the au-

tomotive industry. When the development of a new press generation in the 160

and 1600 ton range became an issue 18 months ago, Schuler decided to revamp

their control technology.

Before, Schuler Hydrap had used conventional PLCs, e.g. Simatic S7, and a variety

of additional special hardware components for controlling the hydraulic system

over Profibus. However, because hydraulic control is one of the core competen-

cies in press construction, manufacturers are quite reluctant to let it out of their

control. According to Clement Peters, group representative for control and drive

technology development, Schuler was keen to move away from this special solu-

tion. “It is no good to us if a manufacturer of a hydraulic control module provides

his know-how in a black box to which we have no access.”

With the move to high-performance PC-based control technology, Schuler want-

ed to integrate the hydraulic control directly into the Soft PLC. In other words: The

aim was to provide the control know-how in the form of PLC software, in order

to be able to influence it directly in future. Another decision criterion was the in-

tention to use a uniform IEC-based control concept that covers all control re-

quirements of the Schuler Group and moreover provides an opportunity to be-

come more platform-independent. Mr. Peters said: “A system with absolute ad-

dressing without local data management just doesn’t fit the bill.”

After a thorough examination of the market, Schuler finally chose the TwinCAT

automation software from Beckhoff as their preferred system for the Profiline

range. PLC, hydraulic and drive control tasks can thus be realized on one plat-

form. In addition, this solution enables the visualization of all machine and tool

parameters to be operated via the Schuler in-house Basic-View system in paral-

lel on the control PC. Ralf Sohr, chief designer for electric systems at Schuler Hy-

drap, looks back to the early days of the new control solution: “The integration

of the hydraulic control technology into the PLC software alone already enabled

us to improve our process and therefore to increase the quality of the produced

components”.

However, the process interface – i.e. the bus system – remained the critical issue.

Clement Peters explains why: “Through appropriate NC tasks in the TwinCAT

software, we are able to map transfer applications with high quality of motion on

the control side, for example, we use cycle times of 1 to 2 ms. The basic prere-

quisite for being able to use an integrated platform – i.e. TwinCAT – for hydraulic

systems is a bus system that meets the requirements of the hydraulic control tech-

nology. This means that quick recording, processing and output of analog signals,

and also path registration by the system, in significantly less than 1 ms is essen-

tial.”

Using the previous technology, i.e. conventional PLC plus special hydraulic con-

troller module and Profibus as the bus system, Schuler was unable to achieve cy-

cle times of less than 5 ms for their presses. According to Ralf Sohr, this was due

to the relatively high overhead of the communication system. This changed with

the move to PC technology, because the PC processors had enough CPU power

for achieving the required cycle times. However, according to Ralf Sohr, the solu-

tion was not perfect: “As long as Profibus was used as the communication medi-

um, the TwinCAT system only used approximately 10 % of the total cycle time.

For the remaining 90 % of the time, the controller had to wait for the operation

of the Profibus communications. The reserves of this system were therefore very

23 special | ETG

The "fathers" of the new control solution:

Clement Peters (left), group representative for

the development of control and drive tech-

nology at Schuler, and Ralf Sohr, chief designer

for electric systems at Schuler Hydrap.
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limited, particularly in terms of future developments.With EtherCAT we now have

a communication system that opens up the full capacity of TwinCAT, thereby 

offering new perspectives.”

Drastically reduced overhead 
The situation changed fundamentally after the 2003 Hanover Fair, where Beck-

hoff had presented their Ethernet-based EtherCAT concept. Impressed with the

options offered by this new bus system, Schuler decided to integrate EtherCAT 

into the Profiline control concept as part of a pilot project. Ralf Sohr commented:

“EtherCAT’s speed and its low overhead offer significant speed benefits. This

means that this system enables us to realize fast drive and hydraulic controls for

all applications currently used in the Schuler Group. Another crucial factor is that,

due to EtherCAT’s performance, we still have enough potential for solving com-

plex control tasks in future without speed problems.”

However, EtherCAT’s performance data alone would not have been sufficient to

motivate Schuler to make the switch. According to Ralf Sohr, a crucial argument

in favor of EtherCAT was “that we can map the components on the machine with

the same high granularity we were used to from the existing bus systems.” The

chief designer commented further: “During the implementation we realized that

there is also a cost difference between the Ethernet and the Profibus solution.The

list price for a Profibus master card is between 400 and 500 euros. An Ethernet

card, on the other hand, is either already installed in the PC or can be bought 

for between 50 and 60 euros. And in terms of the slave connections, the ratio is

approximately 1:3 in favor of the Ethernet solution.”

Notwithstanding the technology and cost benefits of EtherCAT, Ralf Sohr sees

clear potential for improvement of the Ethernet connection technology. The in-

dustrial suitability of an RJ45 plug connector, for example, is still far from com-

parable with that of a bus system that requires no screen at all and can usually

be connected with a simple tool, such as a screwdriver. The manufacturers still

have quite a bit of work to do in that respect.

The next steps
While the emphasis for the application of EtherCAT at Schuler is currently clear-

ly on hydraulic applications, Clement Peters is already planning an expansion of

Ethernet communication to others areas: “One potential application area is link-

ing of presses. EtherCAT should enable us to specify a central master set-point for

a complete system and to use it as a basis for the synchronization of sub-com-

ponents such as electric transfers, belt feeds or removal and stacking devices. This

would mean that we move away from systems that have to wait on each other,

thereby also achieving higher plant output.”

Because the Profiline control concept currently still requires additional bus sys-

tems in addition to EtherCAT, Schuler aims to successively replace these systems

with Ethernet. The reason is clear: Irrespective of the different components, dif-

ferent bus systems invariably also mean different project design, configuration

and commissioning. However, according to Clement Peters, a basic prerequisite

for being able to use Ethernet as the sole communication system for standard

control technology is “that our key suppliers are able to supply EtherCAT-capable

components”. The current situation is that Schuler’s drive supplier has not yet 
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Managing Director Hans Beckhoff and Wilfried Jakob, member of

the Schuler AG Board of Directors, presented the new PC-based 

control technology for the 3-axis transfer system from the ProfiLine

range at an in-house exhibition in the German Heßdorf in July 2003.
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integrated an EtherCAT interface. For this reason, the Sercos interface still forms

the connecting link between the axes and TwinCAT. When it comes to coupling

the TwinCAT controller with the safety controller of the press, the situation is sim-

ilar. Here, Profibus is still used as the interface. These shortcomings were one of

the reasons why Schuler joined the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG), which was

recently founded by Beckhoff. Mr. Peters said: “Through ETG, we are hoping to

achieve a certain announcement effect with our suppliers and motivate them to

support EtherCAT.”

The aim: Uniform concepts across the group 
Support by the component suppliers is only half the story. Another issue is 

acceptance of Ethernet-based control technology by the customers, i.e. the 

press users. The control expert from Schuler is optimistic: “Within our Group, the

Beckhoff control system is used primarily in the ProfiLine range, i.e. aimed at 

suppliers. Because we have defined this solution as our standard platform, less

customer-specific adaptation is required. For the customers, this has a positive

price effect.”

However Mr. Peters admits that in the automotive industry, where usually very

strict manufacturer specifications and regulations have to be met, the move to

new concepts is more difficult. Our automotive range is therefore based on

Siemens for the European and Asian markets, and Rockwell for the American mar-

ket. Nevertheless, according to Mr. Peters, the chances for the new control tech-

nology are not bad with automotive customers either: “With TwinCAT in combi-

nation with EtherCAT we can show that we are able to produce systems at a 

higher technological level and, moreover, more cost-effectively compared with

conventional control solutions.” As a system provider for the metal forming 

industry, Schuler’s clear aim is for the individual companies to operate with stan-

dardized control technology. Last year already saw the successful realization of

motion control applications, common programming guidelines for the main con-

trol platforms, unified components and a common visualization concept, i.e.

Schuler Basic-View. A uniform “look & feel” for machines and systems from the

Schuler Group was thus created at the crucial interface with the system operator.

In the same way as Schuler-wide function block libraries for PLC and motion 

control applications are currently continuously being expanded, a control library

for hydraulic control technology is in preparation. In practice this means: A bed

cushion from Schuler for a mechanical crossbar transfer press will then be based

on the same blocks as a hydraulic press at Schuler SMG or Schuler Hydrap.

Schuler AG www.schulergroup.com
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The graph shows the positions of the ram (blue) and the bed cushion (red), and the

force (yellow) and speed (pink) of the bed cushion. A comparison between the set

value for the force at the bed cushion (green) and the actual value (yellow) shows

the high control quality of the software controller on the TwinCAT PC, enabled by

the high-performance EtherCAT system.
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The Aviva complex, which was completed in summer 2003, has office space to-

taling around 54,000 m2, two thirds of which is rented by BSH Bosch and Siemens

Hausgeräte GmbH. The complex offers space for approximately 1,500 staff, who

had previously been distributed across different locations. For Imtech Deutschland

GmbH & Co. KG, the general contractor responsible for the project, it was a very

special project. “The conventional building services (HVAC) of the Aviva building

are not really exceptional. But in terms of the individual room control with more

than 25,000 data points, it certainly wasn’t an everyday project,” Dieter Groß,

manager of the Imtech division for interior works and electrics, explained.

Two buses are one too many
The company fisher & fey Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH was responsible for design-

ing the building services, and also for the individual room control, which is net-

worked via Ethernet. “We did not want to use a second bus system, such as EIB,

In many ways, the Aviva project in Munich (Germany) is a show object. It is Europe's largest office complex,
designed according to Feng-Shui rules. With more than 25,000 I/O data points, the building automation system is also impressive.
Thanks to the openness and consistency of Beckhoff technology with Ethernet networking, DALI and radio technology, a partic-
ularly flexible building automation system was realized.
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Top technology for 
top appliances

Building automation for BSH Bosch and Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH
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in parallel with Ethernet. Since the concept of individual room control via local

Ethernet controller was significantly better, we decided to use Ethernet as the ba-

sis for the control system,” said Thomas Leipold, group leader for facility man-

agement technology at BSH.

Flexible room control and design is a particularly important factor for BSH,

because the wide product portfolio the company deals with means that new 

priorities and associated staff groups are formed on a regular basis. The building

services had to be able to cope with the resulting modifications to the building

layout, on average about 140 every year. Thomas Leipold said: “We segmented

the office spaces in such a way that each room element covering the width of a

window has two independent lighting circuits (i.e. near the window or adjacent

to the corridor), a blind (one drive coupled for two or three windows) and a sep-

arate climate control ceiling, which are all flexibly controllable through room con-

troller units networked via TCP/IP.”
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Beckhoff technology at Aviva Munich
The large number of 25,000 I/O data points gives an idea of the wide vari-

ety of Beckhoff products used for the Aviva Munich project. A selection of

the components and their respective area of application is described below:

| 4 C5102 Industrial PCs as building computers

| 360 BC9000 Ethernet Bus Terminal Controllers as coupling stations

| 795 digital 8-channel KL1408 Input Terminals for light and blind 

switches

| 984 digital 4-channel KL2404 Output Terminals for the 

air-conditioning and heating system

| 400 analog 4-channel KL3204 Input Terminals for set value 

generators or temperature sensors

| 1,271 KL9260 Bus Function Terminals for the 230 V power supply

| 3,302 2-channel KL2602 Relay Output Terminals for the 

lighting system

| 2,455 KL2722 Triac Output Terminals for the blinds

| 69 KL6023 Wireless Adapters for a total of approximately 140 radio

switches and 40 room control units

| 10 KL6811 DALI Bus Terminals for integrating the light management

BSH Portrait
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH, a joint venture between

Robert Bosch GmbH Stuttgart and Siemens AG Munich, operates world-

wide and has an annual turnover in excess of six billion euros. The main

brands of Bosch and Siemens are the best-selling brands in Europe. With

its five special brands, BSH serves individual and differentiated customer

requirements in terms of brands and products. Six regional brands safe-

guard image and high market shares in their respective home countries.

In its global development and production network, BSH produces appli-

ances that are adapted to individual markets. The product range com-

prises large and small appliances and also a range of Internet-capable ap-

pliances.

More than 300 room controllers (BC9000) 

are “hidden” in the suspended ceilings 

at the Aviva office complex.
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Proven Beckhoff know-how for flexible room control
Right from the outset, the automation concept was based on Beckhoff control

technology, with intelligent data interfacing via the Bus Terminal system. It en-

abled us to achieve the required flexibility, modularity and Ethernet networking,

supported by Beckhoff building automation know-how. One of the factors that

convinced Dieter Groß was the large new Microsoft head office in Munich, com-

pleted in 2000, where Beckhoff products were also used. For Georg Schemmann,

director for building automation at Beckhoff, the similarity with Aviva was main-

ly in the requirement for a particularly flexible solution, necessitated by the con-

tinuous changes in utilization. “But the Aviva complex is about twice the size, and

the utilization requirements were even more demanding,” he said.

“In such projects, the electrician will usually install the EIB system in parallel with

the individual room control; a different contractor usually deals with the windows

and blinds, and in the end the three systems somehow have to be linked with

each other. The solution that was made possible by the Beckhoff Bus Terminals

was the most consistent and integrated solution implemented by Imtech so far,”

Dieter Groß said. The benefits of simple connections and high-speed Ethernet

networking are already clearly evident.
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Dieter Groß manages the division for

interior works and electrics at Imtech

Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG.
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Aviva Munich
| Building owner: Atrion Immobilien GmbH,

an Accumulata Immobilien Development company,

www.accumulata.de

| General contractor: Imtech Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG

| Building services design: fischer & fey Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH,

www.fischer-fey.de

| Tenant: BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH

| Architects: Denk, Mauder, Wisiol and Altenbehrend, Munich

Imtech portrait
Imtech Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG is part of the Dutch Imtech group

with more than 14,000 employees and an annual turnover of approx.

2 billion euros. Imtech N.V. offers design, implementation, system inte-

gration and maintenance services for building, plant, infrastructure and

ship engineering projects, as well as information and communication

technology. The group comprises more than 50 technical companies in

Belgium, Germany, Great Britain, Luxembourg and Spain. Further facilities

are located in Poland, the Czech Republic, USA, Canada, Brazil and 

Singapore.

“Particularly in terms of speed, the only solution suitable for this project was Eth-

ernet TCP/IP,” Dieter Groß said. “LON as a control bus and EIB could not match

the performance, particularly in terms of processing of analog values.” Thomas

Leipold agrees that real-time capability was absolutely essential. The bus system

has to be able to transport data quickly between the actuators and sensors to en-

able controlling, for example, the required end position of blinds.

System structure of the individual room control
In principle, the individual buildings of the Aviva complex are not divided into

rooms, but into axes. The smallest control unit is the 1.35 m wide window axis. It

contains the drives for the blinds for two windows, the lighting and, where ap-

propriate, the climate control ceiling. These fields are wired individually and can

be controlled via the individual room control. In some cases, optical fiber was

used for networking. While Ethernet is appropriate for conventional wiring at dis-

tances of up to approximately 95 m, the use of optical fibers enabled us to elim-

inate any risk of impaired real-time behavior.

Four 19" C5102 IPCs from Beckhoff, equipped with Windows XP and the Beck-

hoff TwinCAT automation software, form the basis of the system structure. A sep-

arate IPC controls each of the four rentable spaces, so that they can be controlled

independently by different occupants, if necessary. In addition, a standard PC acts

as a management server, enabling a certain axis, for example, to be moved – on

paper – and the individual room control to be re-allocated automatically via the

Beckhoff software.

Radio technology makes changes in room layout straightforward
Another special BSH requirement was the use of flexible radio technology. The

technology selected was EnOcean, enabling wireless operation of room functions

without batteries. The KL6023 Wireless Adapter is a suitable radio receiver for the

Bus Terminal system.

Particular emphasis on this new technology was placed in the executive offices

and in offices with connecting doors. The flexibility required by BSH in terms of

re-usable wall system meant that no services could be integrated within the walls.

The radio switches are simply stuck on, so that the wall elements are not dam-

aged if the room layout is changed. Given the 140 modifications per year, this is

an invaluable advantage. Infrared-operated systems, for example, require much

higher installation effort, since the IR receivers always have to be installed with-
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in the visible range, which means that the range is reduced significantly. Anoth-

er factor is that other systems require additional energy, with an associated high

maintenance effort, for batteries or rechargeable batteries. In contrast, EnOcean

utilizes ambient energy, i.e. for a range of 30 m (inside the building) or 300 m

(outdoors), a piezo element located in the switch and a small solar cell within 

the temperature sensor supply the required energy. Moreover, the low energy 

required reduces – in keeping with the Feng-Shui concept – the EMC load with-

in the building.

EnOcean also ensures security of the data transfer: Each sensor is identified with

a unique ID number and transmits at least three times for each command, in or-

der to detect any data collisions. It uses its own frequency band, i.e. 868.35 MHz.

This was another important factor for BSH, in order to avoid potential conflicts

with any wireless company IT system that may be introduced in future.

Integration of the light management system via DALI
As well as the individual rooms, the radio technology had to be integrated into

the management area with business lounge, meeting and conference rooms

which were equipped with changeable “lighting scenarios”. Another factor was

the DALI technology as an additional control unit. The “Digital Addressable Light-

ing Interface” is a standard for the digital control of electronic ballasts.

For this purpose, Beckhoff offers the KL6811 Bus Terminal, comprising a DALI

master and a DALI power supply. Around ten of these terminals are used in the

sensitive BSH media areas. Each device can be connected with up to 64 DALI

slaves.

Here too, Georg Schemmann sees benefits in integrated Ethernet networking:

“The DALI protocol is implemented directly within the Bus Coupler and then con-

verted to Ethernet TCP/IP. DALI applications normally deal with individual rooms.

However, since we regard the configuration as a single system that is linked via

software and TCP/IP, we can use it for several rooms, even complete storys or

buildings.” Thomas Leipold explained: “The same applies for the media technol-

ogy, where pre-set lighting scenarios can be controlled via operating consoles.

This, in turn, obviously requires an interface to the individual room control. The

situation in the casino is similar. Lighting designers developed software for dif-

ferent lighting scenarios and lighting effects, which also affects the individual

room control. Programming of both aspects was straightforward thanks to the

open system, which is running very smoothly today.”

From theory to practice
Thomas Leipold has no doubt that the design work over the last few months has

paid off: “Routine operation has now caught up with us, i.e. we keep changing

room layouts, and so far the system has met all expectations. Simple modifica-

tions can be realized without problem via the software. In terms of network be-

havior, the system runs absolutely smoothly, so that our experience to date has

been very positive. Our technical service provider can implement software modi-

fications himself. Due to the modularity, retrofitting of Bus Terminals is no prob-

lem. Simple manageability was one of the arguments in favor of the Beckhoff sys-

tem.” Dieter Groß also draws positive conclusions. He reckons that Imtech will ac-

tively promote PC-based building automation from Beckhoff in future. Several

new projects are already being planned or implemented.

BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH www.bsh-group.com

Imtech Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG www.imtech.de

Wireless adapter for 

EnOcean radio technology
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Continental’s Korbach tire plant has a long tradition. Tires and rubber products

have been produced at Korbach in northern Hesse since 1907, initially by the

Frankfurt-based “Mitteldeutsche Gummiwarenfabrik Louis Peter AG”, which

merged with Hanover-based Continental AG in 1929. It goes without saying that

the production techniques, the product range and the associated product char-

acteristics and functional requirements have changed significantly since then.

Today, the Continental Group produces tires using high-tech production ma-

chines, and the productivity of each individual plant is a crucial factor for the

Group as a whole. In 2003, for example, on average the Korbach tire plant pro-

duced every day 28,000 car tires, 5,300 motorbike tires, 2,400 industrial tires and

around 130 km of flexible hoses.

High-tech retrofit 
In 2003, a Krupp Triplex extruder line for producing treads, which had been moved

from another Continental facility, was modified for further use at Korbach. Dur-

ing the retrofit, the line had to be adapted to the Korbach factory standard, with

assurance of the expected productivity. In order to achieve this, the complete con-
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PC-based control technology in 
the rubber processing industry

Using PC control technology, modern communication systems and user-friendly visualiza-
tion devices from Beckhoff, Continental AG transformed an existing extruder plant into an economic high-
tech production facility at their Korbach factory.

Triplex extruder plant at the 

Korbach factory of Continental AG.

In the extruder head, the tread

emerges from the tool (mold).

It consists of the three materials 

provided by the triplex extruder.

Systems visualization at the control station

Retrofitting of 
an extruder plant
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trol system was replaced. Continental’s control engineers chose PC-based con-

trollers from Beckhoff as their platform. Four C6130 Control Cabinet PCs were

used, each with a 15 inch CP7002 or CP7032 Control Panel. Two of the four

IPC/Panel combinations are used for recipe management and visualization, a 

further combination controls the cutting machine, and the fourth one deals with

color marking.

One control cabinet PC is equipped with the TwinCAT NC PTP software and acts

as a PLC for controlling the extruder. The complete periphery of the extruder plant

was integrated with the IPC through Bus Terminals and via Lightbus. A total of

600 digital I/O connections and 40 analog devices are connected with the central

IPC in the main operator panel via the Bus Terminals. Additionally, the Lightbus

ring includes two Beckhoff servo axes. This machining station runs continuously

and is used for precision cutting of the tread.

In addition, the extruder plant has 12 drives for conveyor systems, which were ini-

tially retained for cost reasons. One channel of the FC3102 Beckhoff Profibus

fieldbus card is used for interfacing with the TwinCAT controller. The second chan-

nel connects the extruder controller with the tread width measurement device

and with the scales that measure the weight. These are important parameters for
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Treads after the cooling section, just before the cutting unit
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assuring the quality of the finished tires. The four Industrial PCs from Beckhoff 

are networked via Ethernet and also integrated into the factory-wide LAN. The

higher-level, factory-wide production management system and the central

process data archiving facility thus have access to all extruder plant data, which

is a requirement in all Continental factories. The visualization interface preferred

at the Korbach factory could be integrated without additional expense via a 

TwinCAT OPC Server.

Qualification through “training on the job”
In order to make the retrofit as efficient as possible, Continental staff from Kor-

bach were integrated into the process. While 6 months had been scheduled for

the conversion, it actually only took 4.5 months. Commissioning, for which 

6 weeks had been scheduled, was managed in a similar way, reducing the actu-

al time to 5 weeks.

Since 1997, Beckhoff has been holding regular, topic-specific staff training ses-

sions at Korbach, during which hardware know-how and programming tech-

niques based on IEC 61131-3 and the TwinCAT software with PLC, NC PTP and

OPC blocks were communicated. The results confirm that the strategy chosen at

Korbach was the right one.

Globally proven PC control technology 
With the commissioning of the extruder plant, the success story of the coopera-

tion between Continental AG and Beckhoff continues. The high productivity of the

works operated by the tire manufacturer speak for themself. In April 2003, for 

example, the 150 millionth car tire – a 195/65 R15 ContiPremiumContact – was

produced at Korbach. The Korbach location provides employment for nearly 3,000

staff.

In the global production facilities of Continental AG, more than 1,000 Beckhoff
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IPCs, approximately 6,000 Bus Couplers, 150,000 Bus Terminals and 500 drive

controllers are currently being used. The new CX1000 control system is already

being used in various applications. The axis functionality of CX controllers can

open up additional areas of application, such as mold cleaning. The manufactur-

ing facilities controlled in this way include tire building machines, carcass ma-

chines, fabric cutting machines, cord cutting machines, heating presses, core

winders, extrusion lines, testing machines and conveyor systems.

Continental has used Beckhoff IPC controls in more than 1,000 machines, partic-

ularly as part of investments in new production facilities in Portugal, the Czech

Republic and Romania. Here, Beckhoff control technology makes up between 

75 and 100% of the control equipment overall.

www.conti-online.com
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Within the Continental Group, Beckhoff 
Industrial PCs are used for controlling the
following system components:
| Large-scale mixing room: mixing of raw material 

| Large-scale extrusion lines: duplex, triplex, mix-

ing of 2 or 3 materials for treads or side walls

| Calender: calendering of the inside layer, steel

cord

| Conveying equipment: transport of raw tires,

finished tires

| Individual machines:

| Tire construction machines, carcass machines:

assembly of the green tire from previously 

manufactured semi-finished products

| Heating presses: vulcanization, shaping/profiling

| Fully automated testing machines: visual 

inspection, checking of concentricity, bulging,

imbalance

| Core winders, core wire coating

| Fabric cutting machine, steel cord shearing 

machine: cutting of material

Semi-finished material is taken to one of three extruders
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A special machining technique for achieving very fine surfaces is belt finishing. It

is a kind of belt grinding process, whereby the abrasive is placed on a belt that is

unwound continuously and process-dependent from a so-called belt finishing 

device and pushed onto the wet workpiece with controlled contact pressure. Fil-

ter trolleys and associated capture devices separate and dispose of the grinding

residue. This process creates accurate and reproducible surfaces with the required

characteristics – from highly polished to structured. The Swiss company ProTech

AG, based in Matzingen, is one of the players in this market segment with inter-

esting growth potential.

Finishmaster with high-tech automation
The Z600 and Z600-E Finishmaster machines are innovations from ProTech AG.

For Mr. Egloff, general manager of ProTech, the reasons for the very high degree

of automation of the machines are customer expectations in terms of productiv-

ity, operator convenience and integration capability: “In order to be able to re-

duce production costs, our customers expect us to combine advanced mechani-

cal engineering, state-of-the-art control technology and special technology know-

how.” The finishing cells with their continuously open processing areas, accessi-

ble from two sides, are therefore designed to be suitable for almost any rotation-

symmetrical part. They can process up to six bearing points or sealing surfaces.

The Z600 finishing machine is particularly suitable for polishing and structuring

of shaft and piston surfaces. Using the advanced belt finish technology, all mate-

rials can be finished quickly and safely to achieve the required surface roughness

after the grinding or hard turning process. A further advantage is the uniform and

homogeneous surface structure of the finished parts.

The Finishmaster Z600 is a PC-controlled finishing machine, originally designed

as a separate add-on machine, but can also be supplied as a fully automated 

in-line machine. The Z600-E is a finishing machine for automatic plunge-cut 

machining. It is also available as a stand-alone add-on machine and may be 

expanded into a fully automatic high-performance robotic cell.

IPC technology forms the backbone
The Finishmaster is controlled by a CX1000, DIN rail mounted, modular Industri-

al PC from Beckhoff. In principle, a CX1000 can be operated “headless”, i.e. with-

out display and keyboard; in this case, no associated interface is required. While

the resulting control system requires no visualization, it does have communica-

tions capability via the ubiquitous Ethernet and RS232 interfaces, independent of

the standard PC interfaces, which are also available.
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Automated 
surface finishing

The surface quality of rotation-symmetrical workpieces has always
played a crucial role for the function of a wide range of machines. No matter whether
the surface finish of combustion engines are the issue or mirror-like surfaces in video
and audio transfer heads – the production of smooth surfaces is a real challenge.

Machine control very close: Only those con-

nection modules that are actually required

are provided via top hat rail mounting.
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However, for the ProTech finishing machines, a CP6829 Beckhoff Control Panel is

used. Mr. Egloff, general manager of ProTech, said: “With a variable range of parts

and freely programmable machining zones, convenient and nevertheless simple

programming by the machine operator is an absolute must.” The machine manu-

facturers have therefore equipped their machines with a state-of-the-art modu-

lar software and hardware concept that enables a wide range of configuration

and expansion options to be implemented.

With TwinCAT PLC, the runtime system is also based on proven Beckhoff tech-

nology. The customary IEC 61131-3-compliant TwinCAT tools are used for pro-

gramming. The CX1001-0111 PC control is equipped with a Windows XP CE op-

erating system. The Qvis visualization system from Kinz is used for operating the

system.

User-friendly operating and programming
For starting the machine, the main switch has to be turned. During start-up, a 

colored menu will appear on the operating panel. Machine operation is organ-

ized very simply, e.g. via fixed operator control elements integrated in the panel

(START Program, STOP Program, Reset Program, EMERGENCY OFF) and via stored

functions that are called up from the operating panel via soft keys.

Programming of the machine requires two fundamental steps: The devices have

to be parameterized (device settings), and the part-specific processing paths have

to be entered.

Further function keys are available for part programming, e.g. for switching to the

“Setup” screen, determining the loading position or switching to the “Zone 1”

screen. The spindle speed and the number of cycles are also specified via function

keys. Whenever additional parameters or numerical values have to be entered, a

small input mask appears where the new values can be entered via the keyboard

and confirmed with the Enter key.
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Compact and successful: Mr. Egloff,

general manager of ProTech, in front of the

control centre of the finishing machine.

Flexibility down to the last detail

The modular Finishmaster machines can be adjusted to

a wide range of customer requirements and offers a

very good price/performance ratio. For the Finishmaster

Z600, the maximum workpiece length between the tips

should be 600 mm, and maximum diameter should 

be 100 mm. The ideal dimensions are between 50 

and 400 mm length and 4 to 50 mm diameter. The 

maximum device lift is 30 mm. The machine itself is 

2.0 m long, 1.2 m wide and 1.8 m high; the weight is

approximately 800 kg. The connected electrical load 

is 3 ~ 400 V AC, 50/60 Hz, 16 A. Compressed air (6 bar)

is required.

The filter trolley and the SLBF30-50 or BF50-100 belt

finishing devices used in the Finishmaster can also be

used individually on turning or grinding machines. They

can significantly increase the consistency of the quality

during production and at the same time reduce costs.

Built-in Control Panel CP6829
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In the long term, Kastiva aims to make a name for itself as a competent and 

reliable partner for automation projects. General manager Katja Kirova said: “The

cooperation with Beckhoff as a supplier of high-quality products and innovative

system solutions is exactly how we had imagined.” So far, Kastiva has dealt with

customers from the following sectors: mechanical engineering, pharmaceutical,

chemical and food processing industry, and environmental protection.

For Kastiva, Beckhoff’s innovative PC-based control philosophy is the way to go.

Ms. Kirova comments on her experience: “Bulgaria has excellent specialists for

PC technology, and the younger generation in particular is very open towards new

technologies.” In June 2003, with support from Beckhoff, the company organized

a 3-day workshop for system integrators, during which participants could famil-

iarize themselves with the “New Automation Technology”. The seminar was very

well received. Ivan Ganev, manager for automation systems, said: “The most con-

vincing thing for customers is successfully implemented applications.”

Flexible control technology for plastic injection molding machines
One application using Beckhoff products was realized at Bulmach, one of the

best-known mechanical engineering companies in Bulgaria. Bulmach, a regular

customer of Kastiva, designs and builds machines for producing PET bottles

(blow-molding machines). Mr. Ganev said: “For two new machine types, we were

able to get our customers to adopt an automation solution based on Beckhoff

system components.” Depending on the machine type and its specific require-

ments, Bulmach uses the CX1000 Embedded PC with CP6819 Control Panel or,

for smaller machines, the BX3100 Bus Terminal controller with Cimrex panel.

CX1000 controls special NC machine 
Another Kastiva customer, the company Eltronik GmbH, designs, develops and as-

sembles special machines. Eltronik was commissioned by Vidima, the Bulgarian

subsidiary of American Standard – producers of high-quality sanitary fittings – to
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Kastiva GmbH takes on exclusive sales 
operations for Beckhoff products in Bulgaria

Kastiva GmbH is the Beckhoff new distribution partner for Bulgaria. The
company was established two years ago and is therefore a relative newcomer on
the Bulgarian automation market. In addition to the head office in Sofia, Kastiva
has two branches, one in Plovdiv in southern Bulgaria, and one in Varna, on the
northern Black Sea coast, to be able to provide optimum customer support

The plastic injection moulding machines 

for PET bottles from Bulmach are equipped

with Beckhoff control technology 
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Another project based on Beckhoff products

was the automation of a grain silo in northern

Bulgaria. The task was the modernization and

conversion of an old plant with sand silos for

utilization as grain silos. The investor, Astra 

Finance, was quickly persuaded to use a PC-

based controller for the complicated logistics.

This project was a significant challenge for 

Kastiva, but it was mastered with great success.
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The company Eltronik GmbH 

developed a special NC machine

with CX1000 controller for 

Vidima, the Bulgarian branch of

American Standard.

Katja Kirova, general manager 

of Kastiva GmbH

Ivan Ganev, manager for auto-

mation systems at Kastiva

build a special NC machine for the surface treatment of fittings. The main re-

quirements were high productivity, perfect repeatability and processing accuracy.

The machining process consists of the uniform removal of the surface layer with

the aim of creating a perfect surface. This requires consistent rotational speed,

and the contact roller pressure has to match the contact surface accurately.

The machine, with a grinding head and 3 controlled axes for positioning, was

commissioned in September 2003. The system is controlled using a CX1000 with

a CP6819 Control Panel.

Regarding the control system, optimum price/performance ratio and the option

of integrating a visualization system were crucial criteria. The CX1000 with 

Beckhoff Control Panel exactly met the particular requirements of the application.

The CX periphery enables simple connection of the measuring systems and 

servo drives. A large number of program cycles are reliably archived via the

CX1000 Compact Flash card. “The development and commissioning of a new ma-

chine within such a short space of time required a very flexible control system,

such as that offered by the CX1000”.

Kastiva GmbH

ul. Uzundjovska, 3a

1000 Sofia

Bulgaria

Phone: +359 (2) / 9 80 17 72

Fax: +359 (2) / 9 87 95 84

office@kastiva.com
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Zeeman has 830 textile outlets in the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, France,

Luxembourg and the Caribbean. The company head office and the distribu-

tion center are located in the Dutch town of Alphen, from where all branch-

es are supplied several times each week.The product range of the retail group

consists mainly of clothing and textiles, but also includes a variety of non-tex-

tile small articles such as toys.

In 2001, the company set itself the ambitious target of increasing the num-

ber of branches to 1000, with an associated increase in storage capacity. The

Dutch engineering consultancy DENC was commissioned to optimize the ex-

isting distribution center based on a sophisticated material flow system. The

palletizing system was developed by CSi Industries BV, a system integrator for

intelligent material flow systems. IAL, the Beckhoff partner in the Nether-

lands, provided the support for control technology issues. CSi supplied an in-

tegrated solution comprising automatic carton conveyors, palletizers and a

pallet handling system. During the second project phase, the automatic un-

loading system and the system for allocating individual cartons including a

carton collection conveyor to form an integrated high-performance sorting

system was realized.

The carton dimensions measured by the system are averaged and transferred

to the palletizer. The palletizing software uses this information for generating

the optimum stacking pattern in terms of pallet space utilization and load sta-

bility. This happens while the telescopic conveyor transports the cartons to the

palletizer.Any adaptation that may be required is carried out automatically be-

fore the first carton reaches the feed conveyor of the palletizer.

Fully automatic from container to pallet 
A sea container or trailer is unloaded manually and the contents placed on a

telescopic belt conveyor. The conveyor can reach into the container, in order to

reduce the distance between the product to be unloaded and the unloading

station; remote storage areas in the container can be reached by lifting or low-

ering the device.

The measuring station accurately checks the outer contour of the first 10 car-

tons and calculates the average of all measurements. Based on this informa-

tion, the stacking pattern is calculated and transferred to the palletizer.Any car-

tons that are not closed or whose dimensions deviate from the standard are

separated out.The operator panel display provides feedback about this process.
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Revolution in inventory
management

Zeeman, based in Alphen on the river Rhine, is one of the largest textile retail chains in the Nether-
lands. Recently, a system for automatic palletizing of cartons comprising various carton and pallet conveyors and a precision
carton measuring station was commissioned. Beckhoff control technology is used for controlling the robots and palletizers.

Zeeman distribution center with
intelligent material flow system
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After the check-in procedure, each carton is allocated an individual barcode

label and is then scanned and palletized, and the associated information is

relayed to the WMS (warehouse management system). During the further

handling steps, the information is used for identification, specification of the

warehouse location, retrieval, sorting and picking.

The palletizer generates the optimum stacking pattern automatically and

without manual intervention. For automatic control, the palletizers are

equipped with servo drives. Once palletized, the cartons are transferred via

chain and roller conveyors to one of the four transfer points and into the shelf

store areas, where they are taken over by a fork-lift truck.

The fork-lift truck drivers communicate with the WMS via an on-board mobile

wireless terminal, which allocates each pallet to its correct storage area. Here,

the pallets are stored until they are removed and transferred to the convey-

ing system for automatic unloading and picking.
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Pallet sorting unit

Lorry loading station at the Zeeman distribution 

center in the Dutch town Alphen (left page)

Distribution station

Palletizing of the cartons
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controllers as well as several bar code and cargo scanners. Communication

between the computers is established via real-time Ethernet through the

TwinCAT ADS router. The C3620 also communicates with the ERP system. The

palletizing system consists of a total of approximately 300 Profibus stations,

150 servo drives and 1200 I/Os, yet the C3620 processor utilization is only 

10 to 15%.

Zeeman textielSupers www.zeeman.com

CSi Industries BV www.csiweb.nl

Industrial Automation Link www.ial.nl

The control system of palletizing system
The system is controlled by a total of five Beckhoff Industrial PCs, 4 of which

are equipped with a 12 inch Control Panel. The control system is based on the

TwinCAT software PLC. Each of the two robots is controlled by a control cab-

inet PC C6150. The palletizers are controlled by two C6240 series IPCs. The

two-channel FC3102 Profibus interface card provides master and slave func-

tionality. The robots and palletizers are served via the master channel; the

slave channel is used for coupling with a central C3620 series built-in PC,

which is equipped with 4 Profibus master channels.

The C3620 Industrial PC controls the movement of the cartons to the pal-

letizer and to the robot, i.e. it serves 10 servo drives and 190 frequency 
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All Zeeman branches are supplied 

several times each week
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Ivan Golubtsov (34), an experienced automation and robot technolo-

gy engineer, is the manager of the Moscow agency. Following his de-

gree at the Moscow aviation university, from 1994 he initially worked

as a project engineer and later as deputy manager and then manag-

er of the AEG AG agency in Moscow.

“Our main aim is to establish a dense distribution network in Russia

and the CIS countries, and to publicize the Beckhoff product range.

The company Osatec has been engaged as the distribution partner for

industrial automation products. We already have good contacts with

organizations, industry associations and companies, and we want to

expand those contacts further,” Ivan Golubtsov said.

In his view, the economic development over the past year has 

been very dynamic. “All areas of the economy and of industry have

shown huge growth,” Golubtsov said. He sees good opportunities for

Beckhoff, particularly in building automation.“Investment in this area

is high, and Beckhoff supplies proven and cost-effective building con-

trol solutions.”

For Golubtsov and his team, another important task is support for in-

ternational Beckhoff customers. “The opportunity of offering service

and support locally creates a big competitive advantage,” application

engineer Alexander Dudkin said. “This will enable us to gain new cus-

tomers. Furthermore, there is significant demand for technical support

and services from international machine manufacturers who import

machines equipped with Beckhoff technology and control systems to

Russia.” Product training and seminars are intended to create a

sound basis for automation technology and a bond of trust with end

customers.

“Regarding openness for PC-based control technology, I am very 

optimistic,” Golubtsov said. “This modern Beckhoff philosophy will

prevail very quickly in Russia and open up many interesting applica-

tions.”

Beckhoff Russia

Agency office Elektro Beckhoff GmbH

Naberezhnaya Akademika

Tupolewa 15 kor.2

107005 Moscow

Russia

Phone: +7 095 / 980 80 15

Fax: +7 095 / 980 80 16

russia@beckhoff.com

Beckhoff opens agency 
in Moscow 

On January 1, 2004, Beckhoff opened an office in Russia. This represents a further milestone for opening 
up the Eastern European markets. After the establishment of a subsidiary in Poland and the signing of exclusive distribution 
contracts with companies in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Hungary, Beckhoff now has participation
on the Russian market and also the CIS countries.

Further progress in opening up new markets in Eastern Europe 

The Beckhoff team in Moscow 

(left to right): Marina Kuznetsova 

(administration), Ivan Golubtsov

(agency manager) and Alexander 

Dudkin (application engineer).
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According to Wang Long Ming and Huai Zhe from the Anhui Wuhu cigarette fac-

tory, the new production line, including tobacco cutting line, cigarette rolling ma-

chine, MES & ERP system, processing line and process management systems, has

multiplied productivity. The companies Hauni, Germany and Dickinson-Legg,

Great Britain, supplied the key elements of the tobacco cutting line. The China

Academy of Launch Vehicles (CALT) was responsible for the control system. The

control system includes an automatic control and management information sys-

tem, as well as the fieldbus network, which was implemented using the Beckhoff

I/O system.

With a throughput of 8,000 kg of tobacco per hour, the tobacco cutting line is

very demanding in terms of the control system. The engineers responsible at the

Wuhu cigarette factory made a conscious decision to use the Beckhoff Bus Ter-

minal system, which is renowned for its reliability, robustness and simple instal-

lation and wiring. The system includes BK3120 Profibus Bus Couplers, BC3100 se-

ries Bus Terminal Controllers and various Bus Terminals including the KL8001

Power Terminal.

Stockkeeping of spare parts minimized
One of the key characteristics of this tobacco cutting processing line is that all

components such as vibration grooves, rollers and conveyors are driven by mo-

tors with less than 5.5 kW output. It is therefore particularly important that sta-

tus and error messages are available without delay in order to ensure stable op-

eration without interruption. The KL8001 Power Terminal from Beckhoff helps

achieve this.

Together with a 3RT 10 series Siemens contactor, the KL8001 forms a three-phase

motor starter. A reversing contactor connection can be realized with two contac-

tors. The system has the benefit that each motor can be controlled via the same

terminal type (KL8001). In this way, stocking of spare parts can be reduced to a

minimum, despite the large number of motors installed in the system. Further-

more, compared with the integrated design that is commonly used in many mo-

tor starters, the modular design of this system offers significant benefits during

installation, thus reducing maintenance times and costs.

Motors with different outputs can be set up via the nominal current selector at

the KL8001 or via software. The motor specifications for maximum overvoltage,

undervoltage, overload, underload and current differences for each phase can al-

so be set via software. Accordingly, the motor will detect fault conditions and

switch off automatically ensuring optimum protection.

At the same time, detailed information is supplied via the fieldbus in the event of

a motor failure. Via the fieldbus the KL8001 not only controls the motors (right,

left, stop and return), but also provides more than 30 different performance da-

ta such as instantaneous load, voltage, phase-specific output, run and response

times. Load change data are reported to the controller; current levels can be set

precisely, so that the vibration channel and the three-phase motor can be bal-

anced. During debugging, the motor can be set up accurately, thereby reducing

the failure rate.

A quiet technological revolution is currently taking place at the Wuhu cigarette factory in Jiang Cheng, China.
Thanks to advanced control technology and fieldbus components from Beckhoff, the tobacco cutting line is operating at very high
rates compared to previous systems.
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Complete motor control
through power terminal

Wuhu cigarette factory uses 
Beckhoff fieldbus components 
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More than 400 power terminals are being used
Due to the high functionality of the device, the process image of the KL8001 oc-

cupies 8 bytes each for input and output data. In order to reduce the burden on

the fieldbus communication, the BC3100 Bus Terminal Controller is used as an in-

telligent slave that pre-processes the data through the integrated IEC 61131-3

PLC and only transfers those data that are required for the central controller.

The BC3100 Profibus Controller transfers the main motor parameters to the con-

troller. The other motor output and status data determined by the KL8001 are

stored in the BC3100.The data may also be uploaded by querying the master con-

trol.

Standardized programming for all 120 BC3100 slaves within a single software set

not only significantly reduces susceptibility to faults, but also the work effort in-

volved. Accordingly, program maintenance is relatively simple.

Wang Long Ming and Huai Zhe are very satisfied with their decision: "Bearing in

mind the exacting requirements of the production plant in terms of the automat-

ic control system, the need for up-to-date production management data, and our

objective of making maintenance fast, convenient and efficient, the Beckhoff con-

trol components have fully met our expectations.”

The Beckhoff fieldbus components offer an ideal development environment for

the control system of the tobacco cutting line.As the system development process

progresses, the superiority of this environment is becoming even more apparent.

“Points to note are the high reliability, ease of debugging the controller, the high

functionality, and excellent price/performance ratio, enabling a wide range of ap-

plications,” Wang Long Ming and Huai Zhe concluded.

Beckhoff China www.beckhoff.com.cn
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The Wuhu tobacco cutting line with a through-

put of 8,000 kg of tobacco per hour.

The tobacco cutting line uses 

more than 400 Power Terminals.

Power terminal system 

The KL8001 power terminal, together with a power con-

tactor, forms a complete distributed motor starter with

“any” fieldbus connection. Apart from all the protective

functions of a motor protection relay the power termi-

nal contains comprehensive diagnostics. By means of

values such as current, voltage, active-power input and

apparent power consumption or load condition the 

control programmer is able to regulate the drive or a

machine component in the best possible way and to

protect them from damage and failure. The Bus Terminal

block is fitted with a KL9060 adapter terminal instead

of a KL9010 end terminal. The KL9060 is connected 

to a power terminal using a simple ribbon cable. Up to

10 power terminals can be driven by one KL9060.

No other wiring is necessary apart from an ground 

cable. The power terminal is supplied using the K-bus

and the 24 V control voltage and switches the contactor

checking a bit in the process image of the controller.

A setting range for the nominal motor current of from

0.9 A to 9.9 A covers a wide range of normal motors

operating on three-phase 400 V AC mains. That repre-

sents a motor rating of from approximately 300 W up to

the maximum switching capacity of the contactor being

used (typically 4 kW to 5.5 KW).
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When Intel decided to abandon industrial automation solutions, Key Yoo, founder

and managing director of Tri-TEK Corp., saw his opportunity: “iRMX was originally

only developed for Multibus hardware, but commensurate with the growth of the

PC market, and in order to expand its activities to the industrial control market,

Intel had developed an iRMX version for DOS and for Windows 3.1 applications.

We only had to follow the route they had already taken. The step from a propri-

etary platform to an open control architecture, such as PC-based control, was the

logical consequence.”

Tri-TEK customers include well-known companies such as POSCO, Samsung,

LG-Philips, Hyundai, Daewoo and others. “But there were certain limits for the 

development of new projects,” said Key Yoo. “The contact with Beckhoff came

just at the right time. Market leaders in the semiconductor industry, such as 

Samsung and LG-Philips, but also other machine manufacturers, started to look

for open control solutions. This is where we came in.”

Key Yoo explained this positive development: “Beckhoff products with their ver-

satile applicability and excellent quality, together with the Tri-TEK reputation on

the Korean market, have led to gratifying synergy effects. Our success in Korea is

based not least on the fact that both partners – Beckhoff and Tri-TEK – are com-

mitted to the principle of providing excellent technical support. This is the main

guarantor for the further development of the market. It is the only way to gain

the trust of customers and to replace traditional technologies such as PLC or per-

manently wired controllers with PC-based control technology.”

Mr. Yoo sees significant potential for further growth, particularly in the semicon-

ductor industry, which is more open for innovation than other sectors due to the

rapid technological development and the competitive pressure. “The option of

‘one-stop shopping’ in combination with excellent technical support further

strengthens our market position.” The figures speak for themselves. Tri-TEK’s

managing director is pleased: “Over the last two years, sales with Beckhoff have

increased 3-4-fold.”

Tri-TEK’s “work at grass-roots level” on the Korean market also includes com-

prehensive training opportunities. “More and more companies make use of these

opportunities,” said Key Yoo. The company has established 16 publicly accessible

training centers in Korea, where every year more than 3,500 course participants

learn about Beckhoff components and system solutions.

Tri-TEK Corp. www.tritek.co.kr
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Rapid increase in turnover 
on the Korean market

Tri-TEK Corp. has been the Beckhoff distribution partner in Korea since 2000. The company was estab-
lished in 1991 and initially specialized on products based on Intel industry solutions such as iRMX or Multibus. Due to the
success of this platform, Tri-TEK was able to establish a leading position on the Korean control and telecommunications
market. Since the year 2000, the company has been concentrating on PC-based controllers and is now a well-known solu-
tion provider in this sector.
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The Eberspächer group of companies are specialists for exhaust engineering, ve-

hicle heaters and glazing construction. Based in Esslingen, Germany, the group

comprises 25 companies in 13 countries with more than 5,200 employees. Eber-

spächer is a leading exhaust engineering company, supplying advanced exhaust

systems to vehicle manufacturers around the world.

For the development of a new horizontal press for inserting monoliths into stain-

less steel catalytic converter housings in South Africa, Eberspächer utilized the au-

tomation know-how of Jendamark Automation and control technology from

Beckhoff. Jendamark is the Beckhoff partner in South Africa, specializing in au-

tomation solutions for the automotive industry.

Precise acceleration and deceleration ramps
The individual channels of a catalytic converter – up to 8,000 channels per unit

– are called monoliths. They convert the combustion residues into environmen-

tally benign substances (see box: “How a catalytic converter works”). The mono-

lith diameters vary in size, and the system has to adapt accordingly. The insertion

of monoliths into the stainless steel catalytic converter housings requires a press-

in speed of 12 m/s at 25 kN. This is achieved by using an AX2020-B200 Beckhoff

servo-amplifier in combination with a 32 Nm AM297S Beckhoff servomotor, and

an angled gearbox that drives a ball screw pressing mechanism.The TwinCAT con-

trol precisely regulates the acceleration and deceleration ramps in order to

achieve optimum pressing attributes. The Lightbus system enables high-speed

communication between the Industrial PC and the drive in order to control the

process to the specified requirements. A C5102 Industrial PC mounted in a 19-

inch rack is used as control hardware.

Due to the level of operator interaction, the system is designed for safety cate-

gory 4. Emergency stop circuits and safety light barriers are employed to ensure

optimum safety. Safe emergency stop recovery sequences are programmed di-

rectly in the TwinCAT PLC, with different recovery routines depending on the last

state of the machine before the emergency stop. Low and high pressure pneu-

matic cylinder activation sequences result in safe operator assistance and correct

positioning for all critical clamping and sliding surfaces. The return force is meas-

ured by means of a load cell system that ensures precise press-in force settings.

Scalable and adaptable control
All specifications for the pressing operation can be manually adjusted for differ-

ent products. The user interface is based on a Visual Basic application that allows

model definition, configuration and selection. Other functions include diagnostics

Eberspächer used Beckhoff automation systems for the development of a monolith press for catalytic 
converters in South Africa. In order to meet the strict quality requirements, Jendamark Automation designed a PC-based control
system using the C5102 Industrial PC and TwinCAT NC PTP as control software.

Jendamark automates Eberspächer Monolith Press

“Clean” automation 
solution
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Long-standing suppliers to the automotive industry

As manufacturers of vehicle heating and exhaust systems, the Eberspächer group is 

active on an international scale and has long been recognized as a major supplier to

most European manufacturers of cars and commercial vehicles. Its core customers 

include DaimlerChrysler, BMW, Audi, VW, Renault, Land Rover, Saab, Skoda, Seat Iveco,

MAN, SCANIA, VOLVO and RVI; and for heaters Opel, Toyota and Ford too. By concen-

trating on two product categories and its established markets, Eberspächer has estab-

lished an outstanding position in numerous market segments and now occupies a 

leading position in the world market for heaters. The lion's share of the company’s 

production of exhaust systems is used by car manufacturers. As the largest independent

developer and supplier in this field, Eberspächer's share of the European market is

around 20%.
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and manual mode operations. All operator functions are protected via access au-

thorization.This authorization is implemented through identification tags that are

read and verified in the database. The Beckhoff CP6832 Control Panel with 15"

display and touch screen simplifies system operation. The PLC software enables

the implementation of user-defined values for:

| Variable speed and positioning

| Motion profile

| Data capture with network capability

| Alarms to be triggered on error conditions

| Values for the load cell system

The system status is visualized via a Visual Basic application:

| Production results (pass, fail, force vs. displacement graphs)

| Job particulars

| Manual and automatic modes

Laser beams guide the operator during component placement to ensure correct

alignment. At the end of the operation, an automatic transfer mechanism re-

moves the pressed parts and delivers them to a marking location. A pin-stamp

How a catalytic converter works

The 3-way catalytic converter converts over 90% of

the toxic combustion residues from a petrol engine in-

to environment friendly substances. Carbon monoxide,

hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxide are converted into

carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen and water vapor. The

conversion is carried out catalytically by the use of

precious metals (platinum, palladium, rhodium) which

coat the 8,000 or so channels of the ceramic and

metallic monoliths. If the entire catalytically active

surface of a car catalytic converter were spread out,

it would cover the area the size of 5 football pitches.

marker now engraves the finished parts with customer-specific information and

company logos, as well as the recorded pressing values. After the marking oper-

ation, the components are transferred to the correct output chute, depending on

their type.

The combination of Jendamark's experience in the construction of special purpose

machines with Beckhoff software and hardware components enabled Eberspäch-

er to develop a powerful solution that provides reliable quality for a variety of

component variants with a cycle time of only 30 seconds. Scalability and versa-

tility for adaptation to other component types are further key features of the Eber-

spächer monolith press.

Eberspächer www.eberspaecher.com

Jendamark Automation www.jendamark.co.za
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Beckhoff automation products were selected for the job because of their com-

plete offering and compliance with the IEC 61131-3 programming standard.

The controller of the sizing machine is based on the Beckhoff TwinCAT control

software and Bus Terminals with Profibus interface. IRA Griffin chose Profibus 

because of its high speed and the range of suppliers that offer Profibus Variable

Frequency Drives (VFDs). The sizing machines may have up to 25 coordinated

drives.

Barry Shelton, Director of Electrical Engineering for IRA Griffin with responsibili-

ty for the conversion process of the sizing machines to PC-based control, said:

“After many years of outsourcing control systems, in 1988 the company began

producing its own DOS PC-based systems. The DOS-based system was very flexi-

ble and easy to program but did not allow for coordinated motion control. The

drives were provided with a speed command in rpm or a torque command in per-

cent load via a network.The DOS-based system did not provide a consistent timed

update to the drives.”

The next major change came in 1995 when IRA Griffin switched to a PLC-based

system that offered the ability for highly regulated consistent torque or speed up-

dates to the drives. Usually these updates were provided during the normal PLC

scan which ranged from 20ms to 50ms. Additional interrupts could be used in the

PLC program if faster updates with a 5ms cycle were required. The PLC provided

better regulated motion control but lacked the flexibility of the DOS-based sys-

tem, and IRA Griffin still used a PC on the sizing machine. “Up to that point, we’d

been using a separate computer to run the drive control system where we had

coordinated drives,” Shelton said. “Some machines have three to four drives,

while others have 20 to 25 drives. They run in coordinated fashion – speed and

torque regulated, with load cell feedback. When we tried to do that in the DOS

software program, rather than utilizing built-in functions in the drives, the result

was a highly regulated scan time,” he explained.

The aim: Reducing costs and minimizing training effort
IRA Griffin used a PLC system until January 2003, when the company culminated

a two-year re-engineering program and started shipping machines with Beckhoff

controls. The program was geared to achieve the following objectives:

| Reduce component costs,

| Increase control reliability,

| Lessen the amount of time it took to train customers, and 

| Reduce overhead costs attributable to programming each machine.

Having prior PC experience, and realizing the PC on the machine was not being

utilized to its fullest, Shelton came to the conclusion that he could do everything
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All wound up

In the making of textiles, fiber material is turned into yarn that is then woven into cloth. IRA Griffin Sons, Inc., Char-
lotte, North Carolina, makes sizing machines that combine fiber ends and apply chemicals to protect the fiber and yarn from stress
damage during the weaving process. Since January 2003, IRA Griffin sizing machines have been supplied with PC-based control
technology from Beckhoff to reduce costs, increase reliability and simplify the control systems.

IRA Griffin’s sizing machines 
use new automation technology 
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using one PC and reduce the number of controllers and networks used. “Early on,

we determined the best way to accomplish our goals was to implement a PC-

based control system. It integrates the controls, HMI and PC, plus the use of

Profibus eliminates two of the three networks,” Shelton said about the new, com-

pact system. “We had three separate networks: a proprietary I/O network, a drive

control network and an Ethernet network from the controller to the HMI. So we

had a rack full of expensive components, plus high priced network cards.”

Shelton noted that almost all drive manufacturers have a Profibus option. “This

dictated that we use a Profibus network, which meant we had to have I/Os and

drives that talked Profibus,” he said. “We’ve removed the complexity both for us

and the customer. So now we’ve eliminated the PLC and special Ethernet cards

that go in the PLC rack, and the special I/O cards that go in the I/O rack.”

The solution: PC-based control
After settling on requirements for the new control system, a search ensued for a

supplier. Shelton’s sights were set on finding a single source manufacturer whose

emphasis was on PC-based control and supplied as much of the components and

software as possible. “We didn’t want to have to buy the software from one com-

pany, I/O for the PC from another company and so forth,” Shelton stated. “The

more that one manufacturer could supply, the most likely it would be integrated

and easier to implement.”

Another factor was that full compliance with IEC 6113-3 was very important for

IRA Griffin. IEC 61131-3 allows IRA Griffin to program with the preferred higher

level Structure Text language but also provides the flexibility to show the same

programming in PLC Ladder Logic if required – however, the main goal was to 

reduce the complexity of the system so that the customer does not have to 

worry about programming. Other companies offering a total package either had

acquired the makers of the components or purchased the components. “I’ve seen

problems when there’s too many people and departments inside an organization

involved. Things don't always work as seamless as you expect them to,” Shelton

said.

He found that Beckhoff offered exactly what IRA Griffin wanted. In terms of cost

optimization, Shelton’s requirements were also met. The purchasing of compo-

nents is directly handled with Beckhoff which resulted in IRA Griffin getting 

the best technology at the best price. IRA Griffin performed the entire code trans-

lation by themselves thanks in no small part to the Beckhoff compliance with 

the IEC 61131-3 standard. IRA Griffin was very familiar with the IEC 61131-3

Structured Text programming, which made for easier transition to the latest tech-

nology.
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Top and right: Different views of sizing 

machines with Beckhoff control systems.
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Geoff Parker, a consultant in Invetech’s Manufacturing Innovation group, ex-

plained: “We chose the Fieldbus Box because of its compact water and dust-proof

design in protection class IP 67, which enables it to be installed close to field 

devices without junction boxes. Further advantages are low purchase costs,

simple wiring and therefore reduced chance for errors during wiring, noise im-

munity of the IP-Link system, simple installation and disassembly for shipping,

and the level of technical support available locally.” The Invetech development

activities were supported by Micromax, the exclusive Beckhoff partner in 

Australia.

Capacitors for mobile electronics
Fieldbus components from Beckhoff played an important role in bringing the 

cap-XX supercapacitors for mobile electronic applications from the Sydney-based

company to market. Geoff Parker reports: “The project was particularly suitable

for Invetech as we were called in early to work closely with the client to assist in

everything from product design and development of prototypes through to de-

velopment, design and manufacture of various machines to provide complete

commercial-scale assembly lines to meet future scale-up requirements.”

Equipment controlled by the system includes two ABB robots, a pallet conveying

system, two ultrasonic welders, an inkjet printer, servo motors and various pneu-

matic actuators. All the inputs, outputs and communications with the robots, ser-

vo motors, pallet conveying system and printers are via two DeviceNet networks.

The networks have 27 nodes including two Beckhoff Coupler Boxes (IL2301-

B520), 12 digital combined In/Out modules (IE 2301), one 4-channel analog in-

put module (IE3112) and one serial interface module (IE6002). The Extension Box

modules are connected with each other by the optical fiber IP-Link system.
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Fieldbus Box – 
a very versatile system

At first glance, sheep shearing and capacitors may
seem like a very odd couple. However, for the development of the 
cap-XX supercapacitors and the ShearExpress mobile sheep shearing
station, Invetech, the development lab of Vision Systems Ltd., decided
to use the compact Beckhoff Fieldbus Box.

Australian technology leader uses 
compact I/O system for automation

Vision Systems Ltd., a leading Australian technology manufacturer,

uses the Fieldbus Box from Beckhoff for the development of innova-

tive products for agriculture and for the components industry.
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ShearExpress – gentle sheep shearing station 
But Invetech also uses the robust IP 67 system from Beckhoff in completely dif-

ferent application areas. The ShearExpress mobile sheep shearing station is being

hailed as one of the most far-reaching innovations in wool harvesting. Originally

conceived in Western Australia by Fred Wybrow, ShearExpress is a self-contained

mobile production line for the removal of wool from sheep. The system is housed

inside a self-powered trailer system which expands on site to provide an air-

conditioned workspace.

Results of Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) trials of ShearExpress have shown

that shearing quality is superior to conventional shearing. The wool produced

with ShearExpress was regarded as having higher quality than that produced by

conventional shearing. These impressive results are attributed to the presentation

of the sheep in a near perfect position for shearing and the absence of the phys-

ical demands required for conventional shearing. Other benefits of the system in-

clude improved occupational health and safety issues and better working condi-

tions.
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Invetech

Invetech is Australia’s largest technology-based consul-

tancy with more than 200 highly-skilled professionals 

in science, industrial design, engineering and business.

Invetech has provided leading-edge, technology-based

innovation services, creating more than $1 billion of val-

ue from the design of new products and manufacturing

systems for its clients for over 25 years.

Part of Vision Systems Limited, Invetech has completed

almost 5,000 projects on everything from the world’s

first drip-free golden syrup containers, crash-proof bicy-

cle helmets, cancer detection systems and breakthrough

wool processing systems to the most sensitive smoke

alarms installed in over 100,000 sites.

Data acquisition for an electronic “Wool Book”
ShearExpress is controlled by a single Industrial PC which also provides a Data

Acquisition and Management System and an electronic ‘Wool Book’, where valu-

able data on each fleece is captured as the sheep are shorn on the conveyor belt.

All the inputs and outputs on the machine, both analog and digital, are connect-

ed via a DeviceNet network. The network has 10 nodes and includes 3 Fieldbus

Box modules (IL2301-B520), 24 digital combined In/Out modules (IE2401) and 

2 digital output modules (IE2021).

“Whilst the core of both projects is in the innovative material handling mecha-

nisms, both control systems presented us with a number of challenges, not the

least of which was integrating a variety of complex electronic, software and hard-

ware systems from an equally wide range of distributors. The Beckhoff ‘Fieldbus

Box’ gave us the unique capability to deliver leading products for these two very

different industries,” Geoff concluded.

Invetech www.invetech.com.au

Micromax www.micromax.com.au
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Europe

Germany

light+building

April 18 – 22, 2004

Frankfurt

Hall 9.0 Booth D50

www.light-building.com

HMI – Hanover Fair

April 19 – 24, 2004

Hanover

Hall 9 Booth F06

www.hannovermesse.de

Motek

September 21 – 24, 2004

Sinsheim

www.motek-messe.de

EuroBLECH

October 26 – 30, 2004

Hall 11 Booth G15

Hanover

www.euroblech.de

Finland

Tekniikka

October 06 – 08, 2004

Jyväskylä

www.jklpaviljonki.fi/tekniikka2004/

Sweden

Nordbygg 2004

March 16 – 20, 2004

Stockholm

Hall B Booth B04:18

www.nordbygg.com

Trade shows 2004

SPS/IPC/DRIVES

November 23 – 25, 2004

Nuremberg

www.mesago.de/sps

Austria

SMART

October 06 – 08, 2004

Linz

www.smart-automation.at

Switzerland

Go Automation

August 31 – September 03, 2004 

Basel

www.go-automation.ch

Italy

BIAS

September 14 – 17, 2004

Milan

www.ilb2b.it/personal/Bias

Poland

Automaticon

March 23 – 26, 2004

Warsaw

Hall 1 Booth B16

www.piap-mvm.com.pl
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For additional information 

on our worldwide subsidiaries’

and partner companies’ trade

show schedule please check:

www.beckhoff.com

North America

USA

AM-Expo

May 11 – 13, 2004

Greenville

Booth 354–IT

www.am-expo.com

East Pack Show

June 15 – 17, 2004

New York

www.eastpackshow.com

Semi-CON

July 14 – 16, 2004

San Jose

www.semi.org/semiconwest/

55 news

Asia

China

The 8th China International Factory 

Automation & Instrument Exhibition

March 03 – 06, 2004

Guangzhou

Industrial Automation & Control Expo

(IAC)

March 17 – 20, 2004

Shanghai

Hall A, Stand A 1028

The 4th Anhui Industry Control 

Automation & Industrument Exhibition

April 15 – 17, 2004

Hefei, Anhui

Assembly Expo

September 28 – 30, 2004

Chicago

Booth 363

www.atexpo.com

Pack Expo International

November 07 – 11, 2004

Chicago

www.packexpo.com

Canada

Canadian High Technology Show

March 24 – 25, 2004

Mississauga

Booth 212

www.reedexpo.ca/assembly/

Apma Conference and Exhibit

April 13 – 15, 2004

Hamilton

www.apma.ca
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